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OUTLINE 

APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 

Lecture for 
Fundamentals of Space Medicine 

George Washington University 
June 6, 1966 

William B. Taylor, Lecturer 

1. Apollo Applications Pr·ogram Objectives 

2. Saturn Apollo Applications Systems 

3. Illustrative Missions 

The purpose of this outline is to provide a frame of 
reference for the course, covering manned space flight 
activities now being planned for the period from the 
accomplishment of the first manned lunar landing t hrough 
the early 1970's. The NASA is now defining the Apollo 
Applications Program to be conducted in this period. 

Objectives 

The national goal of achieving and maintaining pre
eminence in space is ~upported by the overall NASA goal 
to explore and utilize the space environment to ~dvance 
human knowledge for the benefit of mankind. The key to 
this goal is, for manned space flight, the development 
of the capability of men to operate effectively in space 
for extended periods . The Apollo Program, previous ly 
discussed, supports this goal by the development of a 
set of highly versatile space vehicles, ground systems 
and management team, the capability of which will be 
demonstrated by a manned lunar landing and return --
our first substantial excursion from this planet. After 
the lunar landing three possible major steps in the manned 
exploration of space have been suggested: manned space 
stations, lunar scientific bases and manned planetary 
missions. We do not presently have the knowledge to commit 
ourselves to the conduct of any such programs, and the 
required understanding can only be gained by manned space 
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experience. The Apollo Applications Program i s being 
planned to provide the bridge of knowledge which will 
enable the nation to make deci s ions on the next major 
U.S. space goals. The Apollo Applications will, as t he 
name implies, use developed and tested Apollo spacecraft 
and Saturn launch vehicles, thus providing continuity t o 
our efforts without requiring the commitment of major 
new resource s for development. Specific Apollo Applica
tions Program objectives are: 

(1) extended manned lunar explorat ion, up to two 
weeks on the lunar surface, and f our weeks in lunar 
orbit 

(2) manned operations in any earth orbit of up 
to one year duration 

(3) conduct of scientific, technological and 
applications experiments in the near- earth and lunar 
environments 

Long duration missions are of espec i al importance since 
they minimize the cost per man space flight hour, and 
astronaut time is the limiting r esource in most missions . 

Systems 

Saturn Apollo Systems available to the Apollo Applications 
Program include two launch vehicles, the Saturn IB and the 
Saturn V, and the Apollo spacecraft consisting of the Command/ 
Service Module and the Lunar Excursion Module. Apollo 
missions using the se flight elements are supported by . the 
world wide NASA Tracking Network , mission control fac i lities 
and launch complexes. This is supported by a nation wide 
complex of government - industry facili t i es and skilled 
manpower. By 1970 the capability will exist to produce 
and launch more than six Apollo - Saturn qpace vehic l es per 
year. 

Studies have confirmed t he feasibility of using this 
inventory for a variety of proposed Apoll o Applicat i ons 
missions without interfering with the Apollo lunar landing 
goal. 
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Missions under consideration include : 

(1) Low altitude earth orbit ~issions using both 
the basic Apollo spacecraft and the spent upper stage of the 
Satur n IB as laboratories for long duration flight. 

(2 ) Synchronous earth orbit missions for astronomy and 
communications experiments. 

( 3) Lunar or bit missions for survey of the entire 
surface of the moon. 

( 4) Extended- duration lunar s urface missions using 
two Saturn V rockets and two spacecraft to permit two 
week excursions on t he moon. 

Payl oad pe rformance capabilities are presented , and system 
modifications currently under study are discussed. 

Illustrative Missions 

Four missions are outlined as ~xamples of Apollo Applica~ 
tions activity in the earl y 1970 1 s: 

( 1 ) A low a l titude long duration earth orbit mission 
using a Saturn spent stage and Apollo spacecraft. Extended 
duration is achieved by resupply of the space vehicle by 
additional Saturn IE-launched Apo l lo spacecraft. 

( 2) A 3-man synchronous earth orbit astronomy mission 
for 45 days at 19,350 n.mi . altitude using a modified Apollo 
spacecraft launched by a Saturn V. 

( 3) A 3 -man,28- day lunar po l ar orbit survey using cameras , 
radar and surface probes . 

( 4) A 2-man, 2 - week lunar surface mission using two 
Saturn V launches, the first to delive r a modified Apollo 
LEM to the surface to serve as a shelter, the s e cond to 
transport the men to and from the surface . Explorat i on is 
conducted using a surface vehicle delivered with the shelter. 

6 
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SOME EFFECTS OF EXPOSURE TO WEIGHTLESSNESS AND A ROTATING 

ENVIRONMENT WHICH HAVE THEIR GENESIS IN THE VESTIBULAR ORGANS 

Ashton Graybi e I 

Traditionally, the semicircular canals and otolith organs have usually been 

considered together and referred to as the vestibular organs. This designation, 

although appropriate at times, underemphasiz:es their individuality, an individuality __, 
exaggerated under conditions of weightlessne5s and a rotating spacecraft./( Under 

ordinary conditions, the "canals" are stimulated by the accelerations generated with 

rotcry motions of the head. The six canals, bi laterally paired and oriented 

approximately in orthogonal planes, ore uniquely structured to respond to nngular or 

gyroscopic accelerations . At the ampul la the fluid-fl lled canal is blocked by a 

sensory structure, the upper portion of which is free to swing in response to move-

men ts of the flu id. The sensory elements, acting as transducers, convert mechani ca I 

to electrical energy, and the impulses are conducted to the central nervous system. 

The canals subserve such useful functions as sensing rotation and aiding in visual 

tracking and the maintenance of postural equilibrium. When man is exposed to 

unusual patterns of angular or gyroscopic accelerations, severe disorders may result 

involving not only disturbances in normal function but also , seemingly, absurd 

effects some of which are best known under the te rm motion sickness. 
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The four otolith organs, bilaterally paired, consist essentially of curved 

macular plates with calcium carbonate concretions embedded among the hairlike 

projections of the sensory cells. When the position of the head is changed with 

respect of gravity, the greater specific weight of the _otoliths causes the hairs to 

bend and mechanical energy is converted to electrical energy and the resuiting 

impulse is conducted to the central nervous system. This input senses position and 

change in position of the head with r~spect to gravity and thus subserves such useful 

functions as the perception of linear motions, orientation to the upright, and postural 

equilibrium. Two additional points must be emphasized. First, the otoliths function 
. I 

accurately within a limited range or arc with reference to the upright and second, 

many so-called gravireceptors in addition to those in the otolith organs aid in 

orientation to gravity. 

! 
When a person is subjected to linear accelerations he now senses the vector sum 

of gravitational and inertial forces as the gravitoinertial upright which may or may 

not correspond to the visual upright. Moreover / exposure to certain unusual patterns 

of linear accelerations may cause motion sickness in some persons even in the absence 

of stimulation to the canals. 

WEIGHTLESSNESS 

In weightlessness there is deafferentation (suppression) of the oto Ii th organs. Not 

only the otolith apparatus but all receptors directly or indirectly stimulated by gravity 

8 v 
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ore affected. The otolith and nonotolith grovireceptors, however, ore affected 

quite differently by man's activities in a weightless spacecraft. Stimulation of 

the otoliths could occur only in consequence of bodily movements involving the 

head. On the other hand, touch, superficial and deep pressure, kinesthetic and 

other somesthetic gravireceptors could be stimulated by deformations or movements 

of ports of the body even while the head was held motionless. Moreover, some of 

the somesthetic inputs would provide cues which would accord with the visual 

upright, whereas even if the otoliths were stimulated by head movements the force 

vector rarely would point in the direction of the visual upright. The semicircular 

canals ore not directly affected in weightlessness inasmuch as they are stimulated 

by the inertial forces associated with rotatory motions of the head. 

' 
Theoretically / it was predicted that in orbital flight astronauts might experience 

disorientation and a type of motion sickness. The former would be explicable on the 

basis of absence of cues or false cues. Motion sickness was predicted on the basis 

that it is caused by unusual patterns of afferent impulses from the otoliths and that 

suppression of impulses constituted an abnormal pattern . Experiences in parabolic 

flight suggest that if weightlessness is a factor in precipitating motion sickness it is 

not a strong one and in orbital flight only Titov complained of such symptoms . If 

weightlessness was the cause of Titov's symptoms, it suggests that he was more 

susceptible than the other astronauts and that a problem exists. If weightlessness 
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was not the significant etiologic fac tor, other possibi Ii ties would inc lude injury 

to the labyrinth on liftoff, labyrinthitis from other cause, or rotations of the 

spacecraft . 

ROTATING ENVIRONMENT 

In a rotating e nvironment movement of the head in any direc tion or about any 

axis not parallel to the axis of rotation will gene rate , respecti ve ly , Corioli s arid ~ 

1 gyroscopic acce le rations. The latter produces a gyroscopi c torque wh ich, throug ', 

cross-coupling, is an unusual but effective stimulus to the semi c ircular canals . The 

bizarre nature of this stimulus may cause visual illusions and pos tural diffi c ulti es, .· 

and, if the stimulus is sufficient ly strong or the person sufficientl y susceptible , 

severe functional disturbances . The term canal sickness has been proposed as a 

convenient means of distingui shi ng thi s type of motion sickness. The otolith organs , 

and nonotolith gravireceptors a:; N1 ~ I ! , ore stimulated by the ve c tor sum of gravitat iona l, 

centripetal / and Coriolis t'crt.es . 1'-J ear the ax is of rota tion the last two forces are 

small, bu t at increasing radii . fer the same angular ve loc ity , the y bc·~ome inc reasingly 

great. The changi ng values with bodily movements and at diffe re nt pos itions with 

reference to the force environme nt in the spacec raft will have a sma ll b ut signifi cant 

influence inde pende ntly of the e ffects on the semicircular cana ls. 

There are important diffe rences petween the fo rce environme nt in a rotating space

craft in orbital flight and a rota ting roo m on ea rth,but the simula tion is suffi c ie ntly 
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good to extrapolate, with caution, the results to conditions in a rotating spoc;~raft. 

A number of investigations have been conducted in a room rotating at velocities 

from 1.0 to 20.0 RPM. Other things being equal, the higher the angular velocity 

the greater the stress . There is great individual variance in susceptibility to the 

characteristic symptomatology. The tim~-course usually fo I lows a typi col pattern 

of summation and adaptation. After adaptation hos occurred, cessation of' rotation 

causes a return of symptoms. A rotating environment poses problems and offers 

opportunities to investigate psychophysiological mechanisms which wi 11 be discussed 

in more detai I. 
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Synopses· 

Dr. Herbert PolL1ck 
IDA 

Problems to be encountered that effe~t metabolic requirements. 

a.) Atmospheric environment 

b) ·Temperature 

c) Immobility 

d) Weightlessness 

e) Radiation 

f) Nutrition 

One must prove that man can survive the environmental conditions 
found in outer space without impairment of function or .what is equally 
important to resist the effects of sudden re-imposition of de-orbiting 
and entry acceleration and earth's gravitational forces. 

Short-term flights up to 5 days now well documented. Indications 
have been found of certain changes. 

Crew selection is of major importance followed by training and 
acclimatization. 

Medical problems are not a major factor in short term flights. 

Development of concepts of space stations of 30 days and longer open 
a whole new category of problems. 

A. The pathophysiology of the effects of zero-G on the Human: 
B. The pathophysiology of reduced atmospheric pressure ah~ low 

o2 tension. 

c. The day to day clin:j.cal medical problems and the impact \of 

zero-G on their frequency, deviation, intensity and re;:;ponse 
to therapy. 

' 
D. Response to the rmal stress. 

Dehydration is a major problem~ All astronauts to-date have · lost 
' weight even in short flights. This is a dehydration problem. 

Secondary effects -

Hypovolcanic shock? 

Concentra t ed urine and gravel 
: 
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Action of pharmacologic agents under the se conditions are 

unknown. 

Life Support Systems must be selected based upon several con
flicting criteria. 

1. Single gas system 

2. 2-Gas system - choice of 2nd gas 

3. Multiple gas system 

4. co2 control 

5. Humidity control 
6. Cabin Pressure - vs suit pressure -- problem of bend s . 
7. Toxic gas accumulation frdm metabolic end products - Flatus. 

Choice of food and impact on flatus. 

13 
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Energy, Fluid-Electrolyte and Mineral Metabolism; Anticipated 
or Predictable Change s In Space Flight 

{Abstract for Lecture In Cour se on Space Medicine) 
G. 0. Whedon 

I. Energy Metabollsm 

Calorie requirements : Until specific studies of energy expenditure during 
space fl lght are carried out, It must be assumed that In a craft 
with limited space, reduction In physical aclvlty will result in 
a 10-30% decrease In calorie needs for effective function and weight 
maintenance. In crafts allowlrig cons iderable movement under shirt- · 
sleeve conditions, energy expendlt u· ~ will be similar to or possibly 
slightly Increased in comparison to ground depend ing upon physical 
efficiency In weightless movement. Space suit activity will In
crease calorie requirements by as much as 50%. 

Composition and type of di et: Relati~ely normal ratios of protein, fat 
and carbohydrate will provide C02 and 02 exchange volumes which 
will not tax a C02 scrubbing system . Althougl. freeze-dehydrated, 
then reconstituted natural foods of low fiber, low laxative nature 
have been recommended for best acceptability, liquid diets have 
proven acceptable In lengthy ground studi es and may be considered . 
for use, particularly In metabolic ·studies, because of consistency 
of composition In addition to ease of storage and quantitative 
measurement. A variety of conslderati0ns have led to specific 
recommendations on mineral, e lectrolyte and vitamin compositions 
of the diet. 

Waste: Handling and storage of urine and stool wastes present particular 
problems In the confined envi ronment of a space vehicle. These 
problems are accentuated when accurate, continuing collections 
must be made for metabolic studies. 

Suggested Studies: Despite the conslqerable amount of pertinent data 
available from ground studies of the effects of Immobilization 
and confinement, weightlessness and other stresses are expected 
to exert either different influences or similar Influences In 
greate r degree so that extensive studies are planned of the 
effects of space fl lght on energy expenditure, nitrogen and 
carbohydrate metabolism, hepatic function and body composition. 

II. Fluid and Electrolytes 

Water Balance: From fundamental considerat ions of fluid requirements, 
the water Intake should be 2.5 liters daily, suff icient to cover 
ordinary fluid losses via the kidneys, skin and lungs and to 
maintain urine specific gravity at 1.015 to minimize the 
possibility of grave l formation In the urine. Preliminary 
observations, however, suggest t hat special attention will need 
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to be given to water b<:J 12 1 ,,: • .~ in space f l l ght because of 1) possible 
excessfve losses of wate r by sweating wh ich may or may not be 
related sol~ly to high environmental ten~eratures in the cabin of 
the space craft, . and 2) Increased urine volumes due to an effect 
of weightlessness related a) to orthostatlc fnfluences on renal 
function or b) to suppression of antidlure t ic hormone. 

Electrolyte metabolism: A daily requirement for sodium and other e lectrolytes 
can be readily stated for ordinary circumstances, but the requirement 
tn space flight may be increased b~ excessive los ses in sweat and 
urine related either to thermal stress, to eff~cts of orthostasis 
on renal function or to effects or alte red adrenal function. 

Acid-base balance: 
vent r latory 
resp r ratory 

The ·possible development of hypercapnfa due to decrca~ed 
chest movement as soc iated with conffnemen t may lead io 
alkalosis (acldeml a). 

Renal function: The known changes In renal function related to orthostasls 
may occur In the weightless state, either temporarily fol lowin g 
which adjustments are ma de , or some relati vely permanent alteration 
may take place. 

Urinary tract stone formation: · While certain factors related to urinary 
tract stone formation In long immobilization are w~ ll knovm 
(urinary calcium and phnsphorous l eve ls, urinary c it ric acid 
and pH, urinary volume) and have tended to be accorded possibly 
undue emphasis, additional impor tant factors in t he ur ine are now 
recognized, such as pyrophpsphate, trace metals and rnucoprotelns. 

Suggested Studies: Space flight studies are being planned to detern1lne 
the effects of we i ~: . , 1- :, i'-ss and other stresses n p ···H er and 
acid-base balance , '} ~ t · · t-olyte metabolism, renal ft.•nct ion and on 
factors related to :..ir i r:o r'.' tract stone and gravel forma tion. 

I I I. Mineral Metabolism 

.. . "'::" ~- . 

Maximal attention ha s reen focused on the possible s triki ng and 
serious effects of wei gh t lessness In space flig ht on the skeletal 
system. Predictions of rapid demlneral lzation are based on past 
studies of the effects of immobilization (In bed rest) in normal 
subjects in w~lch calcium exc retion gradually increased over a 
five weeks period, urinary calcium more than doubled and calcium balance 
became negative on a 11oderate level of calcium Intake. Studies are 
planned for measurement In fli gh t of rates of minera l loss both by 
metabolic balance and by radl o l~otop ic techni ques . Under develop-
ment are a number of methops for measuring bone density more 
accurately than In the past to determine the degree of demineral
ization expected to result In peripheral bones and In the spine. 
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BIOCHEMISTRY IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT - Colonel Edward C. Knoblock 

L Problem Areas for Consideration in Weightlessness 

1. Cardiovasc ular Sy stem 
2. Liver & Kidney Function 
3. Muscle Activity 
4 . Endocrine Function 
5. Electrolyte Balance 
6. Calcium Balance 
7. Radiation Injury 
8. Acid Base Balance 

IL Metabolic Variables Relating to Problem Areas 

1. Electrolyte variations 
2. Protein changes 
3. Enzyme activity ; 
4. Red and white blood cell int~grity 
5. Steroid variations 
6. Calcium mobilization and increased excretion 
7. Carbohydrate utilization 
8. Lipid utilization 
9. Trace metal requirements 

10. Vitamin requirements 

III. Monitoring of Metabolic Variables 

1. Liver and kidney function tests 
2. Electrophoretic determinations for protein variations 
3. Determination of electrolytes f0r electrolyte balance 
4. Determination of carbohydrate and lipids 
5. Determination of hormone activities 
6. Measurement of enzyme and isoenzyme activities 
7. Trace metal measurements 
8. Hematological parameters 
9. Determination of vitamin levels 

IV. Instrumentation involved - present in terrestrial laboratory 

1. Conventional instruments and apparatus 

a. Spectrophotometric equipment 
b. Electroanalytical equipment 
c . Volume measurement equipment 
d. Paper strip procedures 

2. Reagent Preparations and St~ndards 

16 



V. Instrumentation for Weightless Laboratory 

1. Requirements for weightless laboratory 
2. Problems of conventional equipment 
3. Development requirements 

17 
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II. 

J. F. Kubis 

I ~rr ,i.~ ~ ILI'.i'Y 

(With special ref crcnc~ Lo cxt enJed space missions.) 

Meaning 

A. A dyadic interaction (ten:ll-it vs. habitat) 
B. Habitability as a relative terr.i 
C. Constraints (pa.."""ticularly ap9licable to space nissions) 

1. Environ.~ental r estrictions 
2. Human tole::.·ances 
3. Teclmological capability 

(Note: fubitability is not a fixed concept. Lotivation and cult·..iral 
expectations influence one 1 :::; at·=:.itudes to·.-1~cls what is liv:iblc and 
what is not. It is cor:monplace for COl't':'.lL"1ities to legislate i:i1nt is 
habitable, conder:utlng 1'7h.'.l.t but a fb1.~ decades ago um·e generaL .J ac
ceptable living standards.) 

Fundamental C)lestions: Habitabl e f or ? .... 
A. What purpose? 
B. Whom? 
C. How l ong? 

(Uote: Motivation is critical to "t,'-le concept of hJ.bit :i.'J:i.lit·r, Ti1e 
overall purpose of a S}n1ce mis s i on ntt:r supply the necessro:- r.dc.ivation 
for an astronaut to acc8?t t he r~.:-~· se~ious inconvenience:> tL.::.t n~ 
be encountered on a prolone8c1 space flicht. Ver-r feu r.1en '.-TOuld find 
a space capsule habit~.ble. ConserJuently, at present snch :::en h.:.ve to 
oe cci_rcfully selected and traii1ocl. Finally, the S~)ace C.'.l~)3Ulc of today 
would not be habitable on an e:-: ;:.ended space .flight. ) 

III • Co;!rponents of P.abi tabili -b; 

A. Physical 
B. Physiological 
C. Psyc~ological 
D. Social 

(liote: These conponents carmot be consid1Jred apart from capabilities, 
lini tations, needs, and hazards . Early treat:::ents of tabi t .::.oili t f have 
er.1phasized the physical as:pcc ts of the envi.J.·onr.1cn t :ind the :physiological 
resources avai labl e to r.ian to ~·:i t h::;,t:ll1d variou s str esses and hazards, 
vl'i th particular e:rphasis on the t olerances under ~·:hi ch !: is ~hysioloE;ical 
functions can operate. The ?S:-/CholoGictl or behavioral aspects, though 
not negl ected, were civen ·-, . .:;:!:;e attention. This is an inevitable devel
opr.iental trend , for fi~s-: :.:-: 22::;:; s!'!oc•.ld cone fir:::; t ;:-.ncl r.:o:·:) sc:rv:i.val i s 
SlU'ely a prer equ:i.si te for :-efin2d behavior . Social ne eds and interact i ons 
will soon have to be considered as e:'.:t '.'.?nde-.1. sri.:i.ce nissions or oroi tine 
space labor atories are developed ~ri th their · nccc ssa:r:r r equirmcntr: of 
nulti-man crews. 
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These components are not independent. For ex.:unple, extreme 
confinement \Uldoubtedly affects phy:>iolo e;:ical reactions nezatively, 
may produce profo\Uld psycl1ologic<ll chances, end could tend to maxi
mize social irritations. llone o:i these outcoraes is conducive to a 
successful space mission. 

Special emphasis will be given to the behaviorai.--psychological 
and social--cor.1ponents of ho.bitability.) 

IV. Unique Aspect of P.abitabilit-J of Space Stations 

Of all the experiences and stresses involved in S?acc flic:ht, 
by far the most W'lique will be th.'.lt of weightle:;sne0s. Nuch has been 
conj cctured as to the effects th.is condition ;d.11 have on the physio· 
logical and psychological inteerity of the astronaut but no definitive 
results will be available until the space flights are e::...'tended in t:U::e. 
At that time more conpelling data ma:r be av~'.ilable to decide on the 
need for 11 artificia l gavi ty . " 

(Note: The interaction of weightlessness with the many other stresses 
invo'.l..ved in space flieht will undoubtedl? ;iose nunerous ch:i.llen[;cs to 
the adaptive capabilities of t~e astronaut and to the creative inGenu.ity 
of the engineer.) 

V. Levels of Habitability 

A. 13.nL~ally life susta.ining--behavioral perforr.:aJ1ce re:;tricted and 
practically non-functioninc. 

B. Bearable, --but ~ ri th relatively restricted . betavioral ca:;x1bili t:r. 
C. 11Workable 11 --\·!ith nodera tel;r e.f:Licicnt behavioral perforr.!a.nce. 
D. Comfortable--and with co..pability for efficient behavioral perfor-

mance. 
E. Enjoyable. 

(Note: Condition A is intoler:ible 1·riule E is i.'lprobable in ~:·resent dcy 
COri"Ce0tions of space e:::ploration.) 

VI. ?fodifica.tinn and Eaintenance of Ihbi t.'.l.bili ty 

A. The Envirornnent 
1. External or outer s::iace cnvi.ronrr.ent 

a. Little probability of controllinc or modifying outer space. 
b. ~\'ith continued developr:1ents in science we can ex:_)ect better 

accur~cy in predicting variations in outer-space hazards. 
Ex. esti.iriating te!:ipor.'.11 and spa tial characteristics of 
changes in radiation. 

2. Capsule or space-station environnent 
a. No theoretical limitation on :i.mprover.1ents 90ssible in the 

space station environ" ent. 
b. The limiting factors: engineering and cost restrictions. 
c. Critical nodifications. DOSsib~Le b<J means of r endezvous 

techniques. ' · 
(i) For m~to.in..i..nc hahit abili t:r: s up!)lies, r ep.:tirs . 
(ii) For i.'":'!provlnG L.abit ability. 
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B. The Tenant (Astronaut , Scientist) 
1. Selection -- :L"'l'lplics fin1li.nr. the proper nan to fit into the 

habito.bili ~J requirernc11t profile . 
2. Training · . · 

~. Pre-flight 
(i) To withstand severe pl\)rsiolo~ical stresses and in

conveniences. 
(ii) To maint.:-.in nnd control the S!•.::tce station enviro:r.ent . 

J. Crew Rotation -- to prevent de[;!'~:l<lation clue to inability to 
maintain perlomance U.."'1dcr the confininc and restricting 
habitability requirernent:3 of a space st.:i..tion. 

(Note: It is quite aripnrent that control a."'1d r.10dification of habi t .:ibili ty 
lSTeast nossible for the external envirol1r.1ent. Althou"'h n:~n is adantable 
and r.;odifiable, the range of his belK1vior is restricted..., so that trnWne 
produces lim ted chances in his c:tp:ibili ty to adjust to um.t::>U::.l and 
biolocically constricted environ.'":lents. By far the eroatest .fle::i.bili ty 
for r.iodifyinc; the astronaut 1 s ir.Jr.:ecl:late environr~ent lies in the ince.nui ty
of eneineers to desicn and construct vi~ble space stations·.) 

m. Deterr.ri.ning Habitability 

A. A priori considerations bG.se<l on accurru.lated data fro1:: 
1. Accident.:U events E."{. ship<-w1.·eck 
2. Analoeous 3i tu.ations E:(. polar e:>..?editions, sub1:-.ar:i.ne c:0"ieriences 

B. Basic physiolociccl nnd JY1~c'..ic .1.l data 
C. Ex:.>~rimentation on vario'..ls s~'cc:Lfic aspects of habitability 
D. Simulation e:A.'?3ri.-rnents in otr.er than space vehicle s 
E. Experiences from pr evious :;pace flii::;hts 
F. As for lnrge space stations, in-flicht hnbit.:ibiJ..i t;.r ~-:o-..-:J. <l fir st be 

establ is:1ed aloft ui ti: a n~j_ntcnance crm·r, chan;;;c::; b ei.viG r:! . .::.c:e until 
the required level of :r. .-tbi'.:,:11.)ilii;:r has boa11 ~tt:>.inc~l. ·,.n.;e;1 t;1is 
con di t:Lon has been r.et, t l:o r0:~1ci.nder of tLe ·c:·e1:, r.i<>..intcn~.nce ['.J1d 
scientific, would be sent. cl •ft to t3.l~e over their duties in ti::e 
space station. 

VIII. Basic Princi) le Und<?rlying Iht-:-:o.n Habitability 

Simply stated, a system is considered habitable if nan can f"Un
ction ~ ~ within its environncntal confines. Consequently the use 
of man and rnission to obtain inforrnation t~at could have been obtained 
equally llell by an anim.:il or by a r.!achine i s not only wasteful but 
de r;r acting. 
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OUTLINE 

1. Location of Man in the System 

2. Integrating the Environment 

3. Value of Man 

4 . Finding a Place f or Man 

a. Systems Analysis 

b. Allocation of Functions 

c . Developing a Design Convenient· for Man 

5. Specifications and Handbooks 

a . Anthropemetri~ Data 

b. Visual Data 

c . Rotation 

d . S0und Perception 

e. The Average Man 

6. Dynamic Interactions Between Man and Machine 

a. Training 

b . Schedu ling of Work and Rest in Space 

c . Eva l uation and Simulation 
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Maitland Baldwi n, M.D. 

NEUROLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN SPACE FLIGIIT ENGINEERING 

ror the purposes of this seminar, the nervous systems of the space-

flight crews may be considered as integral components of the vehicular design 

which provide specialized capabilities in guidance, communications, recording 

of experiential data and control of internal environment. From this point of 

view, these specialized capabilities may also be considered as constraints in 

the design for flight whenever it is desirable to optimize their vital 

effectiveness through modification of inanimate systems. 

Optimal performance of the nervous system in provision of these 

specialized capabilities depends on a relatively consistent physical environ~ 

ment with specific provisions for maintenance of a normal metabolic exchange, 

an adequate sleep-rest cycle, a relatively uninterrupted work cycle, as well as 

avoidance of sensory deprivation. Similarly, the normal activities of vision 

and hearing, as well as the sensitivities of balance should be protected and 

promoted by the physical surroundings. Finally, general measures for safety 

and comfort must play a role in the adjustment of the nervous systems under these 

unique conditions just as they do in more ordinary working situations. 

Obviously the impact of these general requirements on total design is 

greatest in the life support systems, but it may be realized in internal 

configuration as well. Moreover, in-fli~ht evaluation of physiological 

performance may impose an additional set of design criteria in situations 

where an objective assessment of biological condition is desirable. Then 

physiological monitoring equipment will be required within the vehicle. 

Since the problems of metabolic exchange, vision, hearing, balance and 

sensory deprivation receive detailed consideration elsewhere in the seminar, 
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this dissertation is largely con~erned with the problem of the sleep-rest 
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cycle and physiological monitoring, although some discussion of sensory 
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~ deprivation is also included. 
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James V War!'en, M. D •. 

The Normal Circulation 

The heart and blood vessels are organized into a complex 
functional unit that provides blood to the various parts of the body. 
Each functional aspect of this system is controlled by feedback type 
mechanisms and the entire system organized to meet the varying 
demands for blood in different parts of the body. By and large, the 
body is able to meet these demands, although at times there may be 
transient inadequacies. The organizational pattern could be express
ed as follows: 

1) . Control of blood flow to the capillaries depending upon 
local needs, determined primarily by chemical factors but supple
mented by nervous impulses. This part of the system is dependent 
upon an adequate perfusion pre~sure .(blood pressure). 

2) A mechanism for maintaining an adequate arterial blood 
pressure. The carotid sinus and other reflex arcs are involved in 
maintenance of a reasonable level of control although there is consid
erable minute-to-minute variation. 

3) The cardiac output or in other words the amount the amount 
of blood pumped by the heart is adjusted to meet the total needs of the 
body for that particular moment. Prel:iominantly this is adjusted to 
meet metabolic requirements. For instance, it is increased under the 
stress of exercise, but other factors such as heat loss and emotions may 
play a strong influencing role. The characteristic of the normal circula
tion is a flexibility in the level of blood circulation dependent upon body 
needs. 

Faulty Integration of the Normal Circulation 

Under a variety of circumstances the normal circulation will fail 
to operate in a properly integrated fashion. Examples of this are as 
follows: 

1) Syncope (fainting) is a failure of integration of the circulation. 
There are many causes of fainting; some associated with cardiovascular 
disease, but the common variety of fainting is of the type described here. 
It occurs in normal individuals under i;;tressful, usually emotionally char
ged circumstances . The loss of consciousness is related to inadequate 
arterial .pressure to push blood upward to the brain, and hence the faint 

'-./! 
I 

is more apt to occur in the upright position. There are various other sym
ptoms that may occur at the time related to an extensive discharge of nervous 
reflexes in a disorganized fashion. 1 

'-..J 
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2) The circulation may become somewhat disturbed by emotional 
influences, the rapid heart beat and power occuring with emotional charged 
situations is a good example. The cardiac output under these circumstances 
may· be markedly increased and there may also be changes in arterial press
ure. The person may become aware of his heart beat (palpitation) and he 
may feel anxious or some other change in feeling state . 

3) Under special stressful circumstances, other abnormalities of 
the circulation may occur. For instance, under the stress of human centri
fuge fainting of a different sort than that described above may occur '. It too 
is characterized by sudden loss of consciousness . Under conditions of in
creased aimospheric pressure and then release, air embolus (bends) may also 
occur. In summary, circulatory integration may become faulty in the normal 
individual under stressful circumstances of various sorts ex.tending from 
relatively minor emotional impacts to serious and profond stresses such as 
gravitational force and increas~d am~ient pressure of the atmosphere. 

Failure of the Circulation Due to Disease 

Causes 

Many types of factors may cause cardiovascular disease. The prin
ciple ones are arteriosclerosis , rheumatic fever, high blood pressure and a 
variety of diseases that influence the myocardium. Despite the variation } n 
causes, the impact of these diseases may be .classified in a few general cate
gories. 

Types of Disturbances 

Heart Failure 

When heart disease involves the heart and interferes with its function 
as a pump the situation described as heart failure occurs . This represents a 
relatively moderate but important and usually prolonged limitation of the func
.tion of the heart as a pump. The manifestations experienced by the patient are 
not directly attributable to the diminished blood flow but result from secondary 
phenomena that occur and are described under the general heading of congestive 
heart failure. They are mainly respiratory symptoms with shortness of breath, 
as a predominant one and those due to increased extracellular fluid content of 
the body (edema). 

Shock 

Shock occurs with more serious and acute disturbances of the functions 
of the heart but may have other causes such as trauma. Shock due to heart disease 
is predominantly due to acute inadequacy of the heart as a pump and occurs · in 
such situations as myocardial infarction. 
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Vascular disease with diminished blood flow may occur in various 
disea_ses affecting specific parts of the body. Most prominent is coro
nary artery disease with diminished blood flow to the hea.rt muscle itself. 
This results in either transient attacks of pain (angina pectoris) or in 
death of the heart muscle in the area involved (coronary occlusion~ myo
cardial infarction, heart attack). If the cerebral vessels are involved it 
may lead to cerebral dysfunction or to gross neurologic defect with para
lysis of one half of the body, (stroke). Involvement of the blood vessels 
sel'V_ing the extremeties may also lead to pain on motion and in the more 
severe situations to necrosis and death of the peripheral tissues,requir
ing amputation:. 

Other forms of vascular disease ·such as bacterial infections exist, 
... but the categories indicated above are the most prominent ones. 
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Outline 
Cardiovascular Physiology 
Engineering aspects of Space Medicine 
The George Washington University 

L6ren D. Carlson 

1.0 General characteristics of the cardiovascular system, Figures 1-1, 1-2," l-3 · 
1.1 Closed two circuit system 

1.11 Systemic 
1.12 Pulmonary 

1.2 Subdivisions in the circuit 
1.21 Pump 
1.22 Arteries - Arterioles 
1.23 Capillaries 
l. 24 Venules and Ve·ins 

1.3 Parameters 
l. 31 Pres sure 
1. 32 Resistance 
1.33 Flow 
1. 34 Compliance 
l. 35 Capacity 

2.0 The control system - cybernetic analysis 
2.1 Sensors - general characteristics 

2.11 Pressure 
2.12 Volume 

2.2 Effe.ctors -
2.21 At the ptnnp 
2.22 At the periphery 
2.23 Central control "center" concept 

3.0 Specific examples of t:unction 
3.1 Posture - supine to erect Fig. 3-1, 
3.2 Exercise Fig. 3-3 
3.3 Acceleration Fig. 3-4 
3.4 Weightlessness Fig. 3-5, 

REFERENCES 

Rushmer, R. F . Cardiac Diagnosis, Saunders. 

3-2 

3-6 

Green, J . H., An Introduction to Human Physiology - Ch. 4, Oxford 
University Press, 1963 • 
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THE . RELATION OF CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA TO VELOCITY OF BLOOD FLDW 
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PRESSURES (A} AND VOLUMES (B) IN THE SYSTEM!C C!RCULATION 
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PRESSURES .JN THE PULMONARY VASCU.LAR ·SYSTEM 
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FIGURE 2. . Since. the ·pulmonary arterial system offers slight resistance to blood flow, the pressure <liffcr
cncc between pulmonary artery and left atrium amounts to only 4 to 6 mm .. Hg. This low pressure head drives 
the s~me voh1mc ef blood th.rough _.the pulmonary cir.cuit as flows through the systemic circulation with a 
gradient of some 90 mm. Hg. · · · · 
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I. Introduction 

AtfElectrophysiology of the myocardial cell. 

8. Volume conductions and dipole concepts. 

C. Anatomical determinants of ventricular depolarization. 

II. The Normal Electrocardiogram 

A. Technique of obtaining 

B. Nomenclature 
'>t 

C. Criteria of normalcy 

1. QRS, ST, and T contour and heading 

2. Rhythm 

Iii• The ECG as a Medical Monitor 

A. Value 

B. Inherent problems 

C. lmportanc.e of a validated system 

1. Conventional 12-lead · 

2. Frank-triaxiol 

IV. Factors Which Alter the Normal ECG 

A. Posture 

B. Exercise 

C. Heat and cold 

D. Emotion, e.g .• , startle 

E. Gravitational forces 
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F. Drugs 

G. Electromagnetic forces 

V • The Arrhythmias 

A. Benign or functional 

B. , Secondary to organic heart disease 

V1. Conduction ·Defects, lntraventricular 

A. LBBB 

1. Mechanism 

2. Recognition 

3. Significance 

8. RBBB 

1 • Mechanism 

2. Recognition 

3. Significance 

< . 

a. Congenital 

b. Acquired 

VII. Coronary Artery Disease 

A. Incidence 

B. Life history 

C. Coronary artery disease vs corqnary heart disease 

1. Umitations of the ECG 
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· - D • The acute coronary inci_dent 

1 • Electrophysiology 

2. ECG manifestations 

3. Sequelae 

VIII. Coronary Heart Disease Without Recognized Infarction 

A. Small unidentified infarcts 

B. ISc:hemic heart disease.; infarct 

1. Angina Pectoris 

2. Exercise ECG 

3. Conduction disturbances · 

A. Differential ECG diagnosis 

IX. Other Acute Cardiac Myopathies 

A. Pericarditis 

B. Trauma 

C. Acute corpulmonal 

X • . Summary 

A. Evident value of ECG as a monitor 

B. Importance of triaxial system 

1, 
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.OU'l'LUSE OF PRESEHTATION FOR SY1.f?OSIUH on ENGINEEnING ASPECTS Of SPACE MEDICrnE 

·L : /;I 
t . ' ' 

R.E. FORSTER 

I' r_. . 

I· 

\c.- ' 

;, 

.. I , 

ASPECTS OF HUHAN' RESPIRATORY ?HYSIOLor,Y .• ?ERTINEN'r 'l'O fi!'ACE ENGINEERntG 

.... 

. . 
I• Introduction: Respiratory .and circulatory systens compensate for the long 

. ' 

,,.1 • 

.'t • ~ • 

~ .t. ;·· :· 

" 

·, . : ' 

.diffusion paths in larger animals. Ef.fects of variation in r,ravi ty are not 

all predictable and may be extremely subtle. Chemical activity~roportional 

to partial pressur~ of resr>iratory p;ases :f.n the cells is the imnortant :oroperty. ·,, 

Comnosition. of inspired gas. 

General difficulties of determing detrimental effects. 

A~ o2: Body adapts re~arkably, but there are definite upper limits, and 

growing evidence of more strict lower limits • 

B. ._ C02: Again body can adapt, but there are definite upper limits. 

C, Inert gases: Toxic effects are produced at higher pressures. Presence 

of an inert gas in alveoli needed to prevent atalectasis. 

11+,I. · Respiratory function on lungs divided for discussion tnto four steps~ 

A. Mechanics: considering lung as bello"1s; normal values. 

B. Distribution of exchang'ine: blood in relation to gas flow: 

c. Diffusion exchange of gas between alveolar air and capillary blood: 
' 

D. Circulation of blood through capillary bed of lungs and thence to tissue 

1• / I , .. 

• I ~ .. 
capillary beds: normal values. 

.: . 

, ... 
A.. Mechanics of respiration 

1. Normal physiology: diaphragmatic action: nleura and intrapleural 
.. 

pressure: Spironetry and lung volumes: Airway resistance: Compliance 

2. Possible effects of changes in gravity 
. ... 

a. change in lung volumes 

b. change in airway resistance 
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ASPECTS OF Ht.r.WJ RESPIRATORY PHYSIOLOGY PERTINENT TO SPACE ENGINEERING -2-

.. 

-B. Distribution of blood and gas flow 

l~ An ii:tportant probler.i.: A major dysfunction in disease: Extreme 

case with all blood flov to one lune and all gas flow to the other·. 

Ratio of alveolar ventilation to capillary blood flow is the impoz:·tant 

factor. 

.. .: · 2. Concept of respiratory dead space as wasted ventilation experimentally 

hard to measure . Hay have same effect on gas exchange as non uniform Yentila-

., 

tion blood flow. 

3. Several kno.'Wll regulatory mechanis:ns to maintain a balance bet,,,een 

ca9illar'J blood flow and alveolar gas ventilation .at the microscopic 

level. 

· 4. Effect of space flight on dis.tri but ion problems: Increased gravity 

produces extreme distortions: . Decreased ~ravity will alter mechanical 

balance in lungs . 

c. Circule.tion: discussed ma.inly elsewhere. 

i. Pulmonary circulation is lo,,, pressure and more susceptible to changes in 

surrounding ~ressures, particularly intrapleural and atmospheric. 

2. o2 carried in blood bound reversibly to hae::toglobin: C02 as bicarbonate·. 

living 

3. Hydrostatic pressure differences in/lung limits gravitational force 

man can tolerate. 

IV. Control of respiration. 

A. Effect of arterial Pc02 and. pH on nedullary respiratory centers. 

B. 

~· 
, D. 

Effect of arterial Po2 on the chemore9e~tors in the aortic arch and bi

furcation of the carotid. 

Cerebrospinal fluid ~H and Pco2 • 

Reflexes and sensation fron elsewhere in the body, 

\ .· 
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A3P.8CTS OF HUHAH RESP.~R~'.l'OHY PHYSIOLOGY PF.~INEN'l' TO SPACE ENGIHEEBING -3-

E. ·Temperature 

'· .·· ,, 

F • . Higher center$ in the central nervous system • 

G. Possible der~ements with chall,f;e~ in gravity. In zero G, reduction 

in sensation may lower respiratory minute volume to daneerous level, 
".i 

particularly durini sleep. 

Self cleansing actions of the lung 

A. ·Cough: expells larger bodies fro?:J. upper airway. Ineffective in lower 

airways, 

B. Mucus sheet: propelled by the r;thmic beat of cilia fro:n the respiratory 
, ' 

bronchiole to the pharynx, Effects of changes in ~ravity on this system 
I 

are ul:iknown, Extremely important in removing finer parti~ulate matter --
,'J; 

. • 1 • , . • :from the ~ung, 
..... 
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• Earl H. Wood, M.D., .Ph.D. 

·-:;·· 
!Jo •, 
' 

Outline of Presentation for· Symposium on Engineering Aspects 0£ Space Medicine, 

91 i!!ir;zzvf" 

Research aspects of cardiorespiratory physlology as applied to space 

Introduction: 

A. -Definition of research 

A disciplined effort to increase knowledge of any aspect of human 

understanding 

1. Methods of approach applicable to biomedical research 

a. A productive approach is to study reactions of a system 

to a reproducible degree of stress, transient or maintained. 

B. Resear.ch aspects of space flight in relntion to cardiovascular physiology 

1. · Relation to aerospace .medicine and physiology 

Space physiology and space medicine are concerned chiefly with man's 

reactions to the stresses associated with flight. Hence these .fields 

present multiple_ opportunities for research concerning physiology 

of the organ systems susceptible to these stresses. 

2. Conduct of such research 

·" 
~- a. In actual flights 

1. Controlled experimentation. difficult 

I 

2. Recording problems - gradually being overcome 

1 
>. ' 
) 

b. In simulators designed to reproduce the various stresses of 

r . 
~ · ., 
~ 

space flight 

1. Controlled experimentation more easily attained 

~ 
r · 2. Recording problems less difficult 

' .. c. Non-simulatable stresses 
\..._., 

f 
:"! 

1. Major one, sustained zero gravity, cannot be simulated on earth. 

' 
~ 

C~nsequently its effects can only be studied during space fli ght. 

/ " 

<', . 1be opportunity to study the cardiovascular and respiratory 
- , 
45 ' 
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effects of prolonged exposure to a zero gravity environment 

is unique to space flight. 

3. Examples of stresses associated with space flight which can be 

simulated on earth 

a. Zero atmospheric pressure 

b. Accelerations associated with launch and re-entry phases of 

flight or flight maneuvers 

c. Others 

4. Specific research aspects in relation to cardiorespiratory physiology 

a. Cardiorespiratory reactions to acceleration will be discussed 

in particular since i.~ is in my field of interest and knowledge. 

c. 'Ihe human centrifuge as a tool for research in cardiorespiratory physiology 

1. Description of ht.lllan centrifuge 

2 . Applications in cardiorespiratory research 

a. Control of blood pressure 

Positive acceleration can be used to produce sudden decreases 

in arterial pressure at head level of any desired degree. 

Study of the reactions of the cardiovascular system induced in 

this manner to elucidate circulatory physiology has been only 

partially exploited. 

b. Alterations in cerebral and retinal blood flow 

Positive acceleration can be used to produce temporary reproducibie 

degrees of stagnant anoxia of the retina and brain of conscious normal 

hwnan beings and hence offer a potentially fruitful field for study 

of the interrelationships of the level of consciousness, electri~al 

activity of the brain and'. retina, arterial pressure at head level 

and blood flow to these areas. 

c. Alterations in pressure relationships and ventilation-perfusion 

ratios in the lungs 
46 
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The low pressure pulmonary circulation is particularly .susceptible 

to hydrostatic effects produced by acceleratlon . 

lbe pulmonary system tequires large air-alveolar membrane-fluid 

interphases for proper function. 

Because of the great difference in specific gravity of air and 

blood, unavoidable regions of severe hydrostatic pressure im-

balances result at the air-alveolar membrane interphases due to 

the multiplication in weight of the thoracic contents dud.ng ex-

posures to increased levels of acceleration. Cons.equently the 

functions of the pulmonary system are very susceptible (perhaps 

more so than any other qf the vital bodily processes) to mal-

function due to accelerati~n. 

Temporary obliteration of air containing alveoli (atelectasis) 
'{· 

in the dependent portions of the lungs can be produce~ during .. 
;· :i · . and following exposures to acceleration such as encountered in 

'!, the la'unch and re-entry phases of space flight . Large arterio-

venous .shunts occur in these regions of the pulmonary cir~ulation · 

and cause a reduction in the amount oxygen carried by arterial 

blood. 

D. Feasibility and saf e~y of such res.earch 

1. Studies of tolerance levels of man to various levels and types 

' 1 of acceleration carried out in multiple laboratories in this and 
.i,' 

": other countries have demonstrate~ that under properly controlled 

conditions, the afore-mentione~ ~Iterations can be produced with 
1.: 

I « ·safety and without demonstrabl~ permanent sequelae. 

' .. 
" 

I 
I ·~ 

It is believed that this means· of producing temporary severe altera-

.j , .. tions in the !unction of various' organ systems of intact conscious 

! I 

~' individuals offers a valuable means for the further elucidation of 
:t 1, 

'1 their physiology. ,. 
.J 
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E. N·eed for electronic data-processing and' computatio~ . 

1. 

I 
I 

/ 

! 

2. ' 

'i 
I 
1· 
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Because bf the multiple inter-related variables involved in such .. 
I 

studi~s, ·use of electronic data-processing metl~ods se~m practically 

mandatory for full exploitation o:( the possibilitie~ 
·' . ~ . I 

Desc~i;ti~ri of system; developed for this purpos~ 
I '. I 
~ l~ 1· \ 

a. Applicat,ions to other b i omedical problems 
1 i 
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PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF WEIGHTLESSNESS 

Jamee P. Henry, Ph.D. 

I. General 

A. Background 

B. Description ot sensations in weightlessness 

II. 81.eep 

I:tI. Vision 

IV. Position sense, equilibrium, and coordination 

v. Alertness 

VI. Cardiovascular Deconditioning 

A. · Mechanisms· 

B. Effects (Tilt table studies and general observations) 

c. Prevention 

VII. Summary 
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Engineering Aspects of Space !l'l'edicine 

· Special Senses 
John Lott Brown, Ph.D. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
If man is to play more than a passing role in space, 

his sensory capabilities and the demands which ma.v be im-
posed upon them must be understood and evaluated. All of 

the information which he will receive on a space mission will 
be provided by his senses. It is the purpose of this pre
sentation to review current knowledge of how the more im
portant sensory modalities function end how they contri-
bute to · our perception of the environment. 

II. VISION 
The sense of vision will probably be the most important 

of all the senses to an astronaut. A major part of this 
presentation will therefore be devoted to a detailed con
sideration of the visual sense •. 

A. The Appropriate Physical Stimulus for Vision. 
1. The visible spectrum: Electromagn0tic energy 

in the range of 310 to 760 millimicrons. 
2. Sensitivity of the visual detector~2 to 7 

quanta delivered within O.l second. 

B. Range of Resp?nse. 
1 

. . 

1. Adaptation. Variable sensitivity of the retina 
permits adaptation to luminences over a range 
of greater than 1,000,000sl. 
a. The mechanism · of adaptation. Primarily a 

neurological rather than a photochemical 
process. 

2. Problems associated with extreme of illumination • 
a. Threshold stimulation. 
b. Excessive illlimin~t_}an and flash blindness. 
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c. Spatial Resolution end the Detection of Form. 
1. Anatomy of the retina and visu::~.l pathv1a.y. 

a. The number of retinal receptors. 
(1) Rods: 120,000,000 
(2) Cones: . 5,000,000 to -7,000,000 

. b. Nerve fibers in the optic nerve pathvrays. 
· currently accepted number of fibers is ap

proximately 1,000,000 altho~;h recent evi
dence suggests that there may oe more. In 
any case, there are insufficient fibers to 
provide for direct connection of wore than 
n very few of the retinal receptors to the 
brain. 

~~ .Retinal interaction. 
a • .- Concentric arrangerrent of receptive fields 

With inhibitory e.nd excitatory regions. 
b. A neuroloeical mech2nism for the enhance

ment of coatour. 
c·. Demonstration of perceptual phenorenu r;hich 

may be rne diated by mechanisms of retinal 
interaction. 

3• Cortica.l inforr:.:ation processing. 
a. Specialized cells for perception of line 

elements 
b. A mechanism for the recocnition &nd recall 

of complex for:.· s 

c. Demonstration of perceptuc-,1 pllenomena wlhich 
may depend upon co~tical inforrr!ation proces
sing. 

4. ·Limitations of visual 2cui ty related to expe·r
iences of astronauts . 
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D. Temporal Response Characteristics of the Eye. 

1. Critic'al duration of still".ulation: 0.01 to 
O.l second. 

2. The visual system as a differentiator. 
3. Repetitive stimulation and a:pplications of 

harmonic enalysis. ' 

E. Color Vision 

F. 

1. Trichromatic theory 
a • . The existence of three specialized .color 

receptors. 
2. · Opponents processes 

'· · a. ' Evidence from hwncn visio 1J. for op·)on~nta 
processes. 

b. Neurophysiologicul support for opponents 
processes. 

). Demonstrations of phenomen~ which support cur- · 
rent theories of color visi'on. 

Depth Perc.,ption 

G. A:;>Plications of the visue.l sense on Epn.ce rr.issions • . 

III. HEARING 

~ ... 

' I· 

A. The Appropriate Physica l Stimulus. 
1. Compre~sion \vave in an elastic ir.ediwn. 
2. Need for artificial corrmunic o.tion links in 

outer space. 

B• Range of Response of the Human ·~ar. 

l. · Frequency: 10 to 20,000 cycles 
2. Power require-:-~.ents: lo-16 watts/cm2 to· 

io-3 watts/cm2 

3. Problems associated with extremes of sound 
power. 
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C. Teriporel Response Chtractcristics. 

1. Adaptat i on. - High speed ado.ptatio~1 of the 
•. 

auditory system. 

2. Temporal analysis of complex signals co~prised 

of several frequencies. 

D. Review of Ana tony of the Audli t ory J,Techanism . 

F. 

1. The basis for r. '.echanicc.1 tral!lsnis ;; ion of sound 

to the inner ear. 

2. The cochlea ,_nd how it ·..receives tbe energy of 

audi.tory stimulation. 

Nei+rophys iology of Hearing. 

l ·. Neural interaction d···pendent upon frequency of 

stimulation 

a . Frequency sharpening. 

2. Binaural effects and r:ound locc'.:'.lizati.on. 

3. Corticofuga l fibers ~nd their possible relation 
= 

to · attention. 

Pattern Recognition j_ n the R~alm of Sound. 

1. Analogies ·;:i th the recognition of complex form 

in the realrr of viLion. 

2. r.Taximum utiliza tion of b2.lld width. 

IV. VBSTIBUL.AR FUI·TCTI ON 

A. The Anatomy of the Vestibular Mech2nisms 

.1 . The semi-circular canals 

2. The utricles 

3. The saccules 

B. The Appropriate Stimulus for Vestibular r.r.echanisms 

1. Lineo.r acceleration 

2. Angular accelerat~on 

c. Ranges of Stimulation and Threshold Values 
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Illusions and Proble:..-.o V{nich 

Space Flight. 

V. THE INTEGRATION OF SSNSCRY INFOR~:ATION 

Associated with 

A. The Concept of Sensory Inpute in Various· Eod~li ties 

as Consciously Distfn~ui shable 

1 . Basis for the concept 

2. · Validity of the conc ept 

3. Inter-sensory illusions of orientetion. 

B. The Reticular Fo~::.tion of the :Bra in Sterr:. . 
l. Its role in oensory _i ntegration 

OTHER SENSES 
Their relevanc~ in s:pe.ce flight. 

A~ Tactual 

:a. Gustatory 

. C.. Olfactory 

-
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ACCELERATION 

B. f'. B'..~~g . ,5, .Jr. 
Cdr. (HSC) USN , 

The first systematic investigations of the physi o!o~ical 
effects of acceleration were conducted less than fifty years 
a .go. Within this span of half a century, man has made r.;uch 
aeronautical progress that he has not only learned to fly, but 
has expanded his parnmetcr~ of flight from aJLitudes of a few 
hundred feet to altitudes in excess of a hundred miles and 
vel~cities of forty miles per hour to velocities exceeding 
17,000 miles per hour. 

Although animals were used in the first true rese arch 
oriented endeavors, ·-man was first to experience the debili tatihg 
effects of acceleration. Nearly a hundred years before the 
birth of the airplane man was being exposed to radial acccler-
a tions for "therapeutic" reas ons. In 1814 pa ti en ts in the 
psychiatric wards of LaCharite hospital in Berlin were "cured" 
of their hysteria after being rotated several times 011 what 
was probably the first human rated centrifuge. Doctor Horn 
of this hospital reported that suffers from various tyµes of 
mental disord3r d erj vcd grc a t benefit from bei.1;; ,_, ubj c ctcd to 
radial acceleration. He s t a ted that ''those s uffering from 
violent madness eme r g ed in a Hl'JCh quieter frame of mi ncl . " 
This does ·not appear surprising when we consider the f act that 
the patients were apparently .subjected to high ncgatjvc (-Gz) 
accelerations for extended periods of time. · 

After the outbreak of World War II the ef f ects ~! 
acceleration on man assu:ne d c+ more important role. Tb :~ rapid .' 
increase in the strength of aircraft and in the propulsive 
force of aircraft engin')~- r··-~> J e d rn n. 11 to r~·. p i c11 · · - ~:; 1 '."J.ck the 
limits of bis fli ght env e l orc . Now for the firs t t i me the 
airplan~ challenge d the ph ys ical and physiolo~ical c .tynbilities 
of man by e xposing him to t h e hosti lo e nvironm o'1t ·::; r_, J •' rarefied 
atmosphere and high levels -of accel e ration. It inunediately 
became apparent that there was a common denominator present for 
both of thes e stressors, na mely - an inadequate oxy gen supply 
to the brain . Although the end resnlts are similar, the 
mechanism for producing them have no such similarity. In the 
former case, hypox ia is usually due to a deficient partial 
pressure of oxygen in the breathin;; .gas, while the hypoxia 
caused by acceleration is due to the body's inability to main
tain an adequate cerebral circulation. 
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The physiological problems of space vehicle launch and 
reentry are primarily those of acceleration. Similar problems 
are encountered in convential flying. When a pilot changes 
the direction of flight or the speed of his aircraft, acceleration .. 
forces are developed by the aircraft which react upon the pilot. 
By -donvention, the magnitude of these forces is described in 
terms of multiples of the force of gravity; 1 G equals the 
acceleration due to gravity. The direction in which the force 
acts upon the pilot is currently being described by several 
sets of acceleration nomenclature. Unfortunately, a standard 
terminology for describing acceleration and its various com
ponents has not been adopted by the medical and engineering 
groups. Since the background exper-ience of those interested 
in the engineering aspects of space medicine are so varied, 
and there is such wide variations in acceleration nomenclature, 
the various systems of describing G vectors are equated in the 

.1·_- , . . following chart. 
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INSERT ENCLOSED CHART HERE 

POSITIVE G OR "(fGz) 

The take-off speed of the 1930 vintage airplane is 
approximately 40 miles per hour and the cruising speed is 
in the order of 100 miles per hour. In flight however, such 
aircraft are capable of maneuvers which develop forces of 
acceleration which far exceed the ph ysiological limits of 
normal function of the pilot. In performing a 360 degree 
turn, the pilot could be subjected to a fore~ equal to 3 G 

_acting for 30 seconds; a loop would expose the pilot to a 
5-6 G for periods up to 15 seconds . Both maneuvers produce 
forces which act to drain blood from the brain, the latter 
being sufficient to produce blackout and unconsciousness if 
no anti G protective mechanism is used. 

NEGATIVE G OR (-Gz) 

If the air.craft described above were flown inverted, 
the accelerative forces would act to displace blood from the 
heart into the head . Tolerance to this t ype of acceleration 
is generally coilceded to be relatively low, somewhere in tho 
orde r of 3-5 G for a fcu seconds. Although human subjects 
have been exposed to (-lOGz) for 0.1 of a second during 
downward ejections, tolerance to this type of acceleration 
for any e~tended pe r i o( i s ve ry limit ed b7 eye and h ea d p~i~ . 
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TRANSVERSZ G OR (fGx) AND (-Gx) 

Accelerations perpendicular to the long axis of the body 
were of academic interest to th~ physiologists long before 
the .era of space travel. A supinating seat for airplanes 
resembling a modified barber's chair was proposed near the 
~nd of World i'lar I I. These early studies culminated iii the 
development of the "contour" couch which has been adopted .for 
use by pilots of space vehicles. · 

The take-off phase of flight in aircraft whi ch rely upon 
aerodynamic lift produce a transverse acceleration load of 
less than 1/2 G upon the pilot. Launch of an aircraft from a 
catapult of an aircraft carrier exerts 3-4 (t'.Gx) on the pilot 
for a few seconds. The vertical take-off of a rocket is more · 
forceful. In order to achieve orbital or escape veloci~ics 
of 18,000 or 25,000 miles per hour, respectively, the space 
vehicle must be accelerated at magnitudes of G acting long 
enough to give a G-time history of from 1000-1500 G-seconds. 
For example, .a mean acceleration of 12 G acting for 90 seconds 
would be required to give the vehicle escape velocity and 
altitude. 

Investigations on the human centrifuge demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the prone and supine positions in decreasing 
the detrimental effects .of acceleration 011 the human organism. 
From the very inception of the idea of space travel, it was 
apparent that it would be necessary for the occupants of the 
space Vehicle to be oriented in such a manner that the 
accelerative forces would act transverse to the long axis of 
the body .. 

Not only would it be impossible for the space traveler 
to perform .during the high G forces of boost accelerations 
while sitting in the conventional upright position (receiving 
(itGz) acceleration), but an equally important problem would. 
occur during reentry into the earth's atmosphere. In ei th. .. er 
case, the total decelerative load of reentry in G-seconds ' · ~, 
will approximate the acceleration load of boost into orbit. \ 

In general human tolerance to (,LGx) and (-Gx) acceleratibns 
is essentially the same if an adequately comfortable, full ~ 
body restraint system is employed. There are certain factors 
however, such as visual problems caused by tearing and the 
difficulty of perfecting a restraint system for the prone 
position, which makes the supine position (IGx acceleration) 
easier to withstand . While physiological alterations which 
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' limit man's ability to withstand (~Gz) accelerations are 
~: \,.,_, , prj.marily cardiovascular in nature, chest pain and respiratory 
ij~ : ~'' difficulties are the limiting factors in transverse acceleration. 

l;,·~·.: ~· .'. 
rt ,. (: • I ,. • • LATERAL OR (fGy AND (-Gy) 

I 
' 

'I 
• . ? ' , 

There has been little requirement for investigations 
into the -physiological effects of lateral accelerations. It 
is generally assumed, however, that tolerance to this type 
of acceleration is of the same order of magnitude as that 
to transverse acceleration. In the limited centrifuge 
investigations that have been conducted, exposures were 
terminated due to chest pain and vascular engorgement with 
pain in the dependent forearm and elbow. l\Iuch of the dis
comfort was attributed to the lack of an adequate full-body 

~ · _: •. · restraint system. 
Ii .~ ... ~· ~- .. ., . (" . . 

I ·":( ·.· . ; "' .. ~ 
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ANTI G DEVICES AND .METHODS OF PROTECTION 
AGAINST THE EFFECTS OF ACCELERATION 

" 

The device or method select~d for protection against the 
effects of acceleration is determined by the acceleration 
vector . ·The pneumatic anti-G suit, which has not been 
significantly improved since World War II, is of primary 
value in protecting pilots against (r!Gz) acceleration. This /, 
suit consists of a series of 5 interconnected bladders which \ 
are positioned over the abdomen, thigh, and calf. When ' 
inflatad they act as a t6rniquet to impede the flow (and pooling) 
of blood in the lower extremities. In this manner a large 
central blood volume is maintained, the cardiac output is 
greater, and consequently cerebral circulation is improved. 

Self-protective straining maneuvers used by pilots 
increase arterial pressure and decrease perepheral pooling 
of blood thereby increasing the tolerance to (~Gz) accelerations. 

Protective devices for (-Gz) acceleration are of little 
importance due to the rare chance of the pilot being 
operationally subjected to this type of acceleration. Since 
retinal and subconjunctival hemorrhages are frequently produced 
by (-Gz) acceleration, protective pressure helmets and goggles 
have been used but with questionalbe success. 

'.~f, ,f.I , 
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Protective devices for transverse and lateral accelerations 
depend almost entirely on comfortable body support - restraint 
systems. Some relief from respiratory difficulties and chest 
pain has been obtained by positive pressure breathing . 

In general, it can be stated that man !s ability to 
survive and perform useful tasks while being subjected to 
high levels of acceleration is dependent upon many factors: 
the rate and direction in which the accele~ation is applied, 
the physical condition, and to some extent the motivation of 
the subject. 

There is a pressing need for additional research in the 
field of biodynamics, not only to define methods for distributing 
the G loads in order to maintain the human organism intact, but 
also to preserve man's ability to perform useful tasks while 
being subjected to un-natural gravitational environments. Not 
until the aerospace scientists, both medical and engineerin~, 
more completely evaluate the inherent dangers posed by such 
problems as acceleration, particularly after prolonged periods 
of weightlessness, will man achieve mastery in his conquest of 
space • 

' · 

'· 
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ACCELERATION NOMENCLATURE IN CURRENT USE 

Actual heart displacement Terminology used to describe acceleration 

Towards feet Positive G Headward Eye-balls down 
or 

head to foot • ' 

Tow~rds head Negative G I Footward Eye-balls up I , 
or I foot to head 

Towards spine Transverse I Forward facing Eye-balls in 
(chest-to-back) I 

( 

Towards sternum I Transverse l Backward facing Eye-balls out 
(back-to-chest) ! t 

Towards l~_ft L~teral i Rightward Eye-balls left 
(right-to-left) 

r \ ; 
Towards right Lateral I 

Leftward i Eye-balls :right I 

i I 

(left...:. to-right 

( 

r 

7'Gz 

-Gz 

7'Gx 

-Gx 

7'Gy 

-Gy 
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· NOISE AND VIBRATION 
Dr. Henning E. von Gierke 

Chief, Biodynamics and Bionics Division 
Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 

Airborne noise and structure-borne vibration are the more or less 

periodic higher frequency components of the total mechanical force and 

pressure environments encountered in space vehicle operations while sus-

tained acceleration, static pressure ~hanges, i mpact and blas t make up 

the static· and transient components . · There are three sources of airborne 

noise: (1) noise from the propulsion system, increasing in intensity 

with the thrust of the engine and containing increasing a~ounts of low 

frequency energy as the diameter of the rocke t exhaust is larger; (2) 

boundary layer noise, increasing with dynamic pressure (q); and (3) 

noise from equipment carri ed f. nside the vehicle . This latte r noil;e is 

the only source to b~ conside r ed while the space craft is outside th~, 

atmosphere. Structure transmitted vibrations are caused by unstable 

forces from the engines or irregular aerodynamic force s acting on the 

vehicle (buffeting) . 

The estimated or measured noise and vibra tion environments are 

compared to human safety and performa~ce criteria to de te~mine if the 

· required crew performance can be assured. If the environm£nta l stre sses 

appear too high, one or a combiP-ation of the f o llowing measure s is taken 

to provide the degr ee of crew protection required: reduction of the 

noise or vibration energy at the source , isolation of the subject ·from 

the environment and additional persona l protective equi pment . 
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NOISE AND VIBRATION cont'~· 

Laboratory sinulators are available to produce the operational noise 

spectra (electrodynamic speaker systems, sirens) and vibration spectra 

(one- or several-degree-of-freedom shake tables) required for realistic 

human factors testing and biological research work. 

Noise (20 to 20,000 cps) affects man primarily through the organ 

of hearing. At extremely high noise intensities instantaneous injury to 

the middle and inner ear can occur. At lower intensitities long-time 

noise exposure can result in temporary, or finally in permanent hearing 

loss. ·This reduction in hea~ing acuity is caused by da~age to some of 

the receptor nerve cells in the inner ear. Even at relatively low 

intensities noise can interfere with the speech communication vital to 

performance. It also can be the source of annoyance. Quantitative 

criteria for these various effects are available and being used in system 

design. Protective equipment is available when necessary. Non-auditory 

effects of noise involve other organs than the auditory system but are 

important usually only at extremely hieh intensities. All effects of 

noise depend not only on the intensity but also on the frequency spectrum 

of the noise; noise control measures also are strongly frequency de-

pendent. 

Vibrations in the frequency -range below 100 cps are those most 

troublesome for man. Unfortunately, this is also the range where 

vibration control by isolation is most space- and weight-consuming. 

The effects on man of vibrations in this region are strongly frequency 

dependent; mechanical resonances of various body parts and organs can 

occur at certain frequencies and amplify the effectiveness of the input 

energy with respect to the particular ·body region. 
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NOISE AND VIBR~TION cont'd • 

There is, for example, a resonance of the thorax and abdominal visceru 

in the 3 - 6 cps range and a resonance of the head compared to the shoulders 

around 30 cps (for the sitting subject). The first resonance can lead to 

pain symptoms at relatively luw vibration acceleration levels, thu.s 

limiting physiological tolerance of the subject. The head resonance can 

resul~ in blurred vision and decreased performance capability on exposure 

to relatively low levels in this frequency range. These are simplified 

examples to demonstrate how the body's dynamic response influences 

critically the physiological and performance tolerance limits. Human 

tol~rance and performance limits depend in detail on the direction of ap-

plication of the vibration, the body position and support, the exposure 

ti·me, and many other factors. Only approximate criteria are available 

in this area and additional research to clarify the various mechanisms 

of biological accion is required. 

In actual flight, noise and vibrations are experienced in combi -

nation with other environmental stress factors, a fact requiring con-

servative application of the available criteria which have to date bee·n· 

derived from results of vnly one stressor at a time. 
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-- NOISE AND VIBRATION cont'd. 
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Dr. Wilmot N. Hess 

SPACE RADIATION AND MAGNETIC FIELD ENVIRON.MEN.I' 

I. The Solar Atmosphere 

A. The solar corona is unstable and blows a wind of protons and 
~ electrons at the earth at a velocity of about 400 km/sec. 

B. The magnetic field of the earth which is roughJ.y dipolar is 
pushed in by the solar wind and limited to existing inside a cavity 
called the magnetosphere . The shape of this cavity and of the distorted 
field. lines inside it have been calculated. 

C. Changes in the solar wind characteristics produced by eruptions 
on the sun cause effects at the earth. Changing the solar wind pressure 
on the magnetosphere causes it to change shape and size and as a result 
changes the magnetic field at the surface of the earth. 

II. Cosmic Rays 

A. Cosmic protons with very high energies with up to 109 ev 
continually arrive at the earth from deep space. We know their fluxes 
and energies relativeJ.y well but rather little about their origin. 

B. When a magnetic storm occurs at the earth produced by an 
enhanced solar wind, this frequentJ.y decreases the flux of calculated 
cosmic rays arriving at the earth. This effect called the Forbush 
decrease can be roughly understood in terms of our understanding of the 
interplanetary medium. 

C. We know that energetic protons are occasionalJ.y made near the 
surface of the sun. These particles are occasionalJ.y observed on sea-level 

:detectors but more frequently on satellites and balloons. The energetic 
'rays extend above 109 ev. 

l. Solar cosmic rays, as f ar as we know, are always made 
in the region of large solar flares. Various schemes for the acceleration 
of the particles have been suggested but their mode of origin must be 
considered an open question. 

2 . The solar protons arrive at the earth some time a~er 
the flare . Flares near the west limb of the sun produce faster arriving 
protons due to the geometry of the magnetic field. The propagation 
process resembles fairly closeJ.y the diffusion of the particles. 

3. When solar protons arrive at the earth, they produce 
several effects. At the polar cap regions they produce an increased 
ionization .in the ionosphere and because of this a reiuced influx of 
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cosmic radio ·noise to the earth. These polar cap absorption events 
are measured by a device called a riometer and can be used quantitative:t.y 
now to study solar proton events. 

4. There have been about one half dozen very large solar 
proton events observed in the past ten years. They frequent],y occur 
as multiple events from one sunspot group • 

III. The Radiation Belt 

A. Satellite measurements have lead to general knowledge of the 
spatial distribution of high and low energy protons and electrons 
'in the radiation belt. 

B. We understand quantitatively the source and losses of the 
energetic protons near the earth. The protons are made by dee~ 
of neutrons coming out from the atmosphere of the earth and are lost 
by interaction with the thir. atmosphere present at very high altitudes. 

C. A recent model explains several of the features of the low 
energy protons in the outer belt by assuming the protons are diffused 
into the magnetic field from the outside by a magnetic pumping process. 

D. Significant radiation b~lts have been made in the past by 
explosions of high altitude nuclear bombs. These have enabled up to 
measure the lifetime of trapped electrons which was not previcusly 
possible. We understand reasonabl y well the decay of the starfish 
belt in terms of atmosphere scattering and whistle r i nteraction • 

E. From a knowledge of the electrons' l ifetimes from studying 
artificial belts, we can understand qualitatively the natural electrons 
in the radiation belt. 

F. From studying synchrotron radiation we are quite sure that 
Jupiter has an electron radia.tion belt substantially more intense 
than the earth's. Saturn shows no synchrotron radiation evidence 
of a radiation belt. The Mariner probe did not find a belt on Venus. 

JY. Total Encountered Particle Fluxes 

A. Solar proton events - We have a reasonably good idea of the 
total particle flux that would have been encountered in the several 
large solar proton events in the past 10 years. By various schemes 
of solar fl.are prediction, we can t ry to minimize the chance that an 
astronaut would encounter sol ar protons in a trip to the moon . 
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B. Radiation belt flux - the flux of particles that a satellite 
would encounter in traversing the starfish radiation belt and the 
inner ra.diation belt protons have been calculated for various circular 
orbits. 
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ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF SPACE MEDICINE 

I I 
George Washington University 

Radiation Biology - Lecture Outline 

Douglas Grahn 

Division of Biological and Medical Research 

Argonne National Laboratory 

I The Interaction of Radiation with Matter 

A, Initial physical and chemical events 

1. Electromagnetic radiation - photoelectron and recoil electron 

production; relatively sparce production of ion pairs. 

2. Particulate radiation - recoil protons, mesons, neutrons, etc.; 

secondary 1 and x-radiation; dense ion pair production along 

particle track. 

3. Formation of radicals in water: H, OH, "202 , H02 ; breakage of 

h i 1 b d i in 10- 12 to 10-6 seconds. c em ca on s; events occurr ng 

B. Molecular and cellular effects of radiation 

1. Modification of DNA molecule, enzymes, and other proteins; 

disruption of biochemical processes. 

2. Induction of genetic change - gene mutation and chromosome 

aberration. 

3. Cell death; modification of cell function. 

C. Tissue and systemic effects of radiation 
I• 

' . 
' 1. Proliferating tissues (blood forming, intestinal wall) -

reduction or inhibition of cell division; depression in cell 

number and tissue function. 
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Engineering Aspects of Space Medicine 

2• Non-proliferating tissues (liver, kidney, CNS) - persiste~ce 

of damaged cells; absence of immediate evidence of injury. 

3. Systemic manifestations of cell and tissue damage. 

D. Miscellaneous factors 

l~ Time-intensity variables - reduced biological effectiveness 

by dose protraction and fractionation. 

2. Relative biological effectiveness (RBE) - recognition of 
" 

differences in biological effect due to pattern of energy 

transfer ana ionization density. 

3. Partial body exposure. 

4. Chemical and bone marrow therapy. 

Human Radiation Biology 

A. Acute radiation injury 

1. Central nervous system injury - dose range lOOOr and up -

survival time less than one week; death from shock, fluid loss, 

hemorrhage, widespread tissue destruction. 

2. Hematopoietic injury - dose range: 50r - 650r - sublethal to 

lethal; death in one week to two months; minimum lethal dose 

ca. 15Qr. Death from hemorrhage, infection, anemia. 

3. Prodromal responses - nausea, vomiting for several hours to 

one day; fever, loss of appetite, diarrhea; minimum dose probably 

50r for most sensitive - 25or probably will produce prodromal 

reactions in all persons. 

4. Subacute injury - protracted recovery in survivors or sublethally 

exposed; temporary sterility. 
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;; Engineering Aspects of Space Medicine \.__,/. 

B. Chronic or long term radiation injury 

l. Reduced life expectancy - extrapolation from animal data 

suggests a non-linear response to single doses ·and an estimate 

of 15 - 2<Yf;, (- 6 - 8 years) reduction by 4obr - 5oor; more 

linear response expected from continuous low intensity exposure. 

-
and an estimated loss of l - 2 days per r accumulated. 

2. Leukemia induction - probability of leukemia occurrence: 
-6 . 

1-2 x 10 /r/year for 15 - 20 years post-exposure for doses 

bf 50r or greater. 

3. Other malignancies - present evidence indicates increased death 

rate from gastric, pulmonary and skin cancer. 

4. Cataract formation - linearly increasing probability above 
' \ 

.200r - may approach 100% above lOOOr. 

· 5 . Genetic dainage - uroration t"ate- for ... r.ece.ssi.v_~ _ _visible genes: 
. .. ~ -·---·-·· .. .. -. 

5-25 x l0-8/r/gene; recer sive lethal mutations per gamete: 

1-20 x 10-4/r. ' ' 

ill Determination of Radiation Safety Standards in Manned Flight Operations 

A. Present ICRP and NCRP maximum pennissible dose (MPD) values 

generally unacceptable 

1. MPD's set for potentially large populations at risk - not small 

flight crews. 

2. MPD's set to hold biological hazard to occupationally exposed 

group as "negligibly sm::ll" . 

3. MPD's set for assumed career of about 50 years. 

4. Philosophy of standards inconsistent with pro~lcm of multiple 

risk situ.ation of manned flight. 
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4 Engineering Aspects of Space Medicine 

B. Radiation protection primarily a matter of "acceptable degree 

of risk" vs "mission fa i lure" 

1. Risk primarily a function of acute radiation injury endpoints ·-

gastrointestinal, hematopoietic, skin damage. 

2. Risk secondarily a function of long term effects and career 

limitation • 
. , 

3. Acceptable radiation risk may vary with each mission profile. 
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J. Warren Keller 

RADIATION SHIELDING IN SPACE 

I. Introduction 

11. ·Passage of Radiation Throt;gh Matter 

A. 

B. 

Protons 

i. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Ionization Loss - loss of energy through inelastic . 
collisions with bound electrons 

Stopping Power - rate of energy loss in material • 
function of particle energy and medium being penetrated 

Range - distance traveled in material before being stoppep -
function of particle energy and medium being penetrated 

Nuclear Collisions - inelastic collisions with nuclei .of 
the material being penetrated• cascade and evaporation ' 
processes - production of secondary radiations; neutrons, 
protons, gamma rays 

Electrons 

1. Ionization Loss - loss of energy through inelastic 
collisions with bound electrons 

2. Scattering - elastic coulomb scattering from atoms of 
the material being penetrated - decreases range - affects 
angular distribution 

3. Radiation Loss - gamma rays (or bremsstrahlung) produced 
in deceleration process • fraction of energy loss thro,ugh ··. 
radiation, energy of bremsstrahlung, angular distribution 
dependent on material 

4. Range - distance traveled in material before being stopped • 
function of particle energy and medium being penetrated 

i .. 

111. Methods of Calculation 

A~ General Approach 

1. Idealized Geometry slab geometry used to approximate 
spherical shield for isotropic incidence 

2. Complex Geometry - realistic vehicle geometry is complex 
sectoring technique used - many possible errors 
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111. Methods of Calculation (Cont'd) 

B. Proton<> 

1. Primary Protons - simple calculation to determine energy 
and angular distributions and dose behind shield 

2. Secondary Radiations - complex problem - good data on 
production lacking but being generated by both experiment 
and theory 

c. Electrons 

l. Primary Electrons - complex problem • many assumptions 
used • Monte Carlo techniques useful for generating data 

2. Electron Bremsstrahlung - assumptions necessary for practical 
cal~ulations - gamma ray shielding involves both exponential 
attenuation and build-up factors 

IV. Shield Effectiveness 

A. Protons 

1. Geomagnetically Trapped Protons - dose decreases very slowly 
with increase in shield thickness - secondaries not important 
for thin shields - low Z materials most effective 

2. Solar Protons - dose decrease more pronounced with increase 
in shield thickness because of soft spectrum - secondaries 
not important for thin shields 

B. Electrons 

V. Summary 

1. Natural Electrons - rapid decrease in dose with increasing 
shield thickness for penetrating electrons - bremsstrahlung 
sets limit on practical shield effectiveness - heavy materials 
most effective for stopping electrons but also produce greatest 
amount of bremsstrahlung 

2. Artificial Electrons - greater shielding problem than natural 
electrons 
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Dr. D. E. Beischer 

Physiological Effects of Magnetic Fields 

An outline 

Why ore magnetic fields of interest to manned space travel? 

Strong magnetic fields ore considered as 'protection against ionizing radiation 

similar to the shielding action of the geomagnetic field. Application of such fields ls 

considered also in ion propulsion, magnetic docking, energy storage, c:md other 

applications~ These applications would depend on light weight superconductive 

mag~et systems. 

Magnetic fields of low intensity (about 1/1000 of the geomagnetic field) or~ 

expected on the moon and their possible physiological effects ore of interest in 

COf1nection with manned lunar landings. 

How do extreme magnetic fields affect man? 

The only effect of a very weak magnetic field (1/1000 of the earth's field) was 

observed in the visual sector (strong decrease of the flicker fusion threshold). 

No systematic physiological studies with humans hove been mode on the effects 

of strong fields. Occasional observations showed that magnetic fields up to 20,000 

gauss can be tolerated by man without sensation in part or total body exposure for 

short periods of ti'me . There seems to ·be no cumulative effect of exposure to fields of 

5,000 gauss for three days per year per man. Occasional spells of dizziness we.re 

noticed. 

. " However, a·nimol experiments in strong magnetic fields advise to caution • 

Recently, an effect on the electrical processes of the heart, demonstrated in the ECG, · 

was noticed in monkeys and effects on all electrical processes in living tissue are i .' 
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expected. A number of experiments with animals indicate a general effect of 

unspeci~ied etiology on all growing tissue. Inhibition and stunting of growth has been 

observed in a number of biological systems including tissue cultures. A delay of wound 

healing belongs in the same category of observations. 

Influences of magnetic fields on function and behavior have also been described. 

A directiohal effect of the geomagnetic field on migrating and homing birds has often· 

been discussed and a directional influence on the movement of snails has been foirly 

well established. 

Alternating fields have visual effects (magnetophosphorescence) and fast changing 

very strong magnetic field, used in metal fo1111ing, stimulates motoneuron action. Some . 

biomognetic oddities such as the amelioration of tissue damage by radiation observed 

recently in the flour beetle and the existence of a magnetocardiogram will also be 

discussed. 

Magnetobiology is a typical field which found impetus by possible space 

applications to the benefit of a new physiological insight. 
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(Lectur e Outline for George Washington Univers i ty Col le3e of General 

Studies series entitled "Fundamentals of Space Medicine") 

Space Related Medical Aspects of 
Ultraviolet, Visible, and I nfrared Radiation 

by 

John A. Buesseler, M. D. 

I Introduction: 

Although tbe beneficial effects of natural s unlight have been appreciated 

by man since early r ecorded time, fruitfu l efforts a t s tudying t he biologica l 

effects of radiation began with the description in t he late 18 th Century of 

a series of disorders demonstrably due to a bnormal cutaneous responses to 

light . However, in the absence of adequate theoretical and technical tools, 

real progress in the f ield of photobiology had to awai t the 20th Century. 
; I 

It is the brief explo:ration of this recent l y acquired knowledge, as it 

relates t o space fli ght, with which this presentation i s concerned. 

II The Electro-Magnetic Spectr.um: 

Electro-magnetic disturbances which propagate themselves through space 

exhibit an unusually wide range. The center of the spectrum is usually 

taken to be t he small band of radiations r ecognizable to the human eye as 

visible l ight. From this as the center, the spectrum extends in both 

directions, on the one hand, electro-magnetic oscillations several mi les in 

length and , on the other, to cosmic rays with a wave length of approximate ly 

one-trillionth of a millimeter. Beca use the series of radiations involved 

are continuous, d ivision into groups is somewhat arbitrary. Therefore, for 

the purposes of this discussion, the ultraviole t radiation band is considered 
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John A. Buesseler, M. D. 

Space Related Medical Aspects of 
Ultraviolet, Visible, and Infrared Radiation 

Page Two 

to include wave length of 10 to 400 millimicrons, the visible band to 

consist of wave lengths of 400 to 780 millimicrons and the infrared radiation 

band includes wave lengths of 0.78 to 6 microns. 

III Biological Effects of Electro-Magnetic Energy: 

Radiant energy exerts a biological effect upon animal tissues only in 

so fa r as it is absorbed by them. The process of absorption may be considered 

to consist of two forms: a) the energy of the radiation may be dissipated 

in the resistance offered by the tissue to its passage, or b) the radiation 

is absorbed into an appropriate part of the molecular system of the organism. 

In the second me chanism, radiation is directly absorbed in an inverse relation-

ship to its wave length. Thus the proportion of energy absorbed f rom ultra-

violet light is greater than that from inf rared radiations. Radiant energy 

absorbed in this manner results in an increased rate of molecular movement 

and, if sufficient in quantity, can alter the nature of the tissue by 

producing an abiotic (photo-chemical or photo-electric) lesion or a thermal 

lesion. 

IV Abiotic Lesions : 

The ultraviolet band of the energy spectrum produces a photo-chemical 

reaction in animal tissues. The substances particularly involved are the 

proteins and the effect is essentially a photo-chemical denaturation. The 

typical reaction appears only after a latent period of generally six to 

eight hours. The cellular manifestations are most ofte~ an inhibition of 

mi tosis, a nuclear fragmentation, and an eosinophilic reaction in the 

nucleus and cytoplasm of the cell. 
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Space Relate d Medical Aspects of 
Ultraviolet , Vis i i)le , and Infrare d Radiat i o n 

Paee Three 

Beca use the reaction is dependent on the absorpti.on of ener:;y , a 

c r i t i cal threshold of wave len~th a nd o f i ntensity of r ad i ation i s ne cessar y 

to exc i te i t . I n practice the degr e e of reac t i on varies direct l y wi th the 

ti.me of exposur e , i n '1erseJ.y a s t· hc S'1uare of the d i stance of t '.ie s ource of 

light anrl di r ect l y as the cosine of the ang l e o ~~ i nc i (1ence . 

Most biological research a1~l c l inical <lata related to ultraviolet 

r.:idiatio11 has h~en concerned \·Tith t :1e wave len3th band extend in:;; fror : t :.e 

J. ov1er. border of vis"i.bi l.i. ty ( approximate l y l:.00 m:!. lli!.!i c rons) to the eart;1-

l i~ '. ;as ;Jcc.1. ..'.: oun ;: ~: ~ 1 a t ;:he eryther!al effect is prod11 ccd hy t he wave band from 

10 0 to ~ 1 5 !''illimicrons uith pea l~ act i on in the re~ion o f 21;0 a1l<.~ 29 7 :·.'ill:!.-

1: i.crons . Tannin~_; ef£ect is p1·ociuced by ::he uave ;.,and f ro11 3 .1.5 to l:.00 milli -

Althou0h t'.1e body cf ~ he astro:ia ut is protected b j clothinz or shLeldin~., 

t :1e a r eas of po •~cntiall y ~~reatest relative expos11re to 1.~ l traviolet racJ:i.ation 

i n space arc t '.,e eye s a n(l t:lie s'• :~ n o.I' t lie i.° G1c0 . 

Because of a lac''. 0r dispers i on r.1ecH w.1 above the eart :1 1 s a!.:rn.osp~1ere , 

re flect i on o f: li '.:;h ;: on ti·,e !·,aze and cl0t1(! cove r 05: the earth res1.1.lts in 

a so- called " reversed li~ht distribution." Bright l:i.:..;h~ fror1 belo~-7 i:.he 

subject is n o t shie l ded by the eye l ids and thus pro1uces _ a vei l in~ 5 l are 

~lhereas at t:enp ts to r e a c1 :1. ns truP.1ents a~1,a i.ns t such a ~l r~-~h t bacl-:r;rouncl. 

r e s•1lts ia a r1azzl:i.n ,:'. ::;lm:e e :f:fect . Both types o ·~ ;: lare :r0 ~ln:e ~c:cc !.: i"e 

v isual acu:Lty . 
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Sp <ice Re l ate d. liedcal As pec t s of 
Ultraviole t, Visib l e, aud Infrared Radiation 

Pase Four 

Except for clinical cases of photo-allergy, the pathological effects 

of visible light .radiation on the human skin has been essentially unexplored. 

However, in relation to a damaging effect upon the ' structures 'of the eye, 

it is generally accepted that such effect is largely unrelated either 

quantitatively or qualita·tively to any particular portion of the visible 

light wave lengths ' band but depends more simply on the concentration of 

energy incident in this region of the eye. There is presently no firm 

"' evidence that visible light causes pathological lesions in the eye except 

where it is absorbed by the pigmented structures and is of sufficient 

intensity so that its conversion to heat is ereat enough to produce a 

thermal lesion. Outside of the earth's atmospheric cover, visible light 

emanating from the sun is sufficiently intense to constitute a source of 

potentially damaging radiation to the eye. 

VI Infrared Thermal Lesions: 

Although radiation of any wave length on being absorbed suffers 

degradation into heat to some extent, particularly when it encounters 

pigmented tissue, pathological thermal effects are most readily produced 

by the infrared band of the spectrum. Such radiational burns may be 

classified as: a) flash burns which result from the absorption of a large 

amount of radiant energy in a short period of time and b) a burn which involves 

a smaller concentration of energy acting over a considerable time period. 

In regard to the skin, the wave length band from 0.8 to 1.5 micron 

can penetrate to a depth of 3 cm if sufficient energy is envolved; whereas, 

penetration of radiation with a wave l e ngth above 6 micron is virtually nil. 
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Space Related Medical Aspects o f 
Ultraviolet, Visible, and Infrared Radiat ion 

Page Five 

For t11e eye, infrnre<l radiation o[ O. G micron 1-:ave lcn;.:;tli re sults in 

72% of the incident cner;;y reachini.; the ret i na. Al. 1. 5 r{\icron, 20% of 

incident eEcrsy reaches the lens and only 3% reaches the ret.i.na. AL. ' i mi r.::ron 

a nd a hove, essentia lly all 0£ the incident energy is a bs orbed by the corne a • . 

The band of z reatcst blolo~ical damage is f rmn 0, 8 to 1.2 n icrons. 

Outside o:C the protective cover of t he earth 's atmosplle re, the potent ia_lly 

damaz in[; effect of t he sol ar infrared radiation, particularly to the face 

and the eyes, is a f'latter of concern which :ls yet to be resolved. 
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SIMUIJ\TION - ···--- · 

WORKING DEFINITION - THREE APPROACHES: 

A. Convenience 

B. Performance 

c. Control 

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Early Simulators 

B. Integrate~ Simulators 

III. SIMULATION THEORY 

A. Approach 

B. Model 

c. Program 

J:V. CLARSES OF RIMULATORS 

A. Flight 

:a. Ground 

l. Fixed Base 

2. Mo~1ing Base 

· V. Ul'ILIZATION OF SIMULATION DA.TA 

A. Design Studies 

l. Vehicle 

2. Htunan 

B. Systems Evaluation 

c. Operational Procedures 
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D. Hum:m Capacities 

E• Training 

F. ~ediction 

VI. sntuLATION METIIODOIOOY - DEVELOPl·IENT SEQUENCE 

A. Purpose 

B. Task Analysis 

c. Method 

D. Equipment 

E. Training 

F. Subjects 

G. Duration 

H. Data 

I. Results 

VII. SUMMARY AfID CONCLUSIONS 
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THE ROLE OF THE VESTIBULAR ORGANS IN THE EXPLORATION OF SPACE 

I. Vestibular Mechanisms 

A . Peri phera I Organs 

B. Central Nervous System Connections 

C. Normal Functions 

D. Functional Disturbances 

l. The gravitoinertial force environment. 

2. Illusions. 

3. Neuromuscular disturbances. 

4 . Motion sickness ~ 

II. Weightlessness and Subgravity States 

111 . Rotating Environments 

IV. Summary 
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Under natural living conditions the most important cues for the perceived direction 

of space are furnished by the visual and gravitoinertial force environments . The best 

concordance between the two is manifested with man upright and its achievement 

represents one of the most dramatic manifestations of man's adaptation to his outer 

environment. Thus, in the course of his primitive sense experiences 11 the visual world 

underwent a reversal to conform with the gravitational upright and the central nervous 

system integrative mechanisms, continuously ensuring spatial orientation, constitute an 

elegant example of homeostasis. 

It is necessary to keep in mind the evolutionary manner in which orientational 

homeostasis was acquired properly to appreciate how and why it is disturbed when man 

extends his natural abilities by artificial means. In adapting to these new force 

environments man at once reflects his habituation to specific natural terrestrial conditions, 

and the plasticity which characterizes his central nervous system. The conditions of 

aerospace flight have presented the greatest .orientational problems for the following 

reasons; 1) man is operating in three dimensional space; 2) he may be exposed to a variety 

of force environments differing in magnitude and patterning of forces; 3) the transitions 

are usually abrupt, leaving little ti me for adaptation; 4) the forces may have injurious 

effects, and 5) the awareness of a possible abort. poses a hazard~ . 

Functional disorders may be a consequence of exposure to unusual force environment, 

including mental confusion, disorientation, illusory phenomena, motion sickness, and 
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neuromuscular disturbances, including atal ia . 

I 
Man's ability to cope ....4th these 

disorders is determined by many factors which fall into different categories including 

1) inherited characteristics, 2) the acquired functional central nervous system integrative 

patterning, 3) the ability to intellectualize the orientation task and deal with symbolic 

information, 4) the mental and physical demands of the operational task, other than 

orientation, and 5) the specific characteristics of the unusual force environment • 

. In approaching this problem from the o~rational standpoint the objectives are 

accuracy in predicting man 's responses in gravitoinertial force environments to be 

encountered, definition of tolerance limits in terms of comfort, functional disorder 

and pathological change and validation of countermeasures. This represents an enormous 

undertaking due in no smal I part to the difficulty or impossibility of stimulating different 

force environments in the laboratory and, even when possible, the difficulty in providing 

small controlled incremental changes in strength of stirn.ilus . Some of the investigations 

will have to be conducted under flight conditions despite the constraints due to cost and 

the many other disadvantages recognized as belonging to field laboratories. 

In delimiting the subject matter for purposes of this report, attention will be 

focussed on some of the problems involved in spatial orientation which have occupied 

many investigations in our laboratory over a long period·. The first part will be in the 

nature of a review, followed by a discussion c~ntering mainly on disturbances which 

may be experiences in weightlessness and in rotating orbiting spacecraft. 
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POTENTIAL TOXIC HAZARDS IN SPACE FLIGHT 

Scrauel I~atelson, Ph.D., Head, 
Department of Biochemi stry 
Roosevelt Hospital, UYC 

The toxic effects of ra.cH~nt cner3Y, :~ncJ.udj_ng the effects of ionizing radiation, microwave, t•.ltraviolet, visible ru1d infre.-red l i aht are beins .discussed by others. For thfa r ec.son, thi::; d :i. scuss '.i.on wilJ. limit :.i.tself to the toxic l!!iffects of mater:i.D.]. substances, cxpccred to be encountered, in space travel. The subj ccts to be discussed u.re outli ned below. It is assumed that we ere deali ng with spl!.cc flishts of s:i.x nonths or longer duration. 

I. The Atmosphere o! the Space Ships: 

A. Particulate natter (3olid) 

L Hechanical Effects: 

These effects :i.nclude skin snd eye :ir.dtation, irritation to the intestinal e.nd pulmor:sr:t tracts. They include irri tution from material such as cotton, ~·ro-::> l, anj_~al he ir, certai n sjnthetic fibers and particles of proteinasc natm~e inc1udini::; bacter:;.ru. debris. They cl so include part:i.cles fro::i. food and excret<:... In a we:i.ghtless environ."n.ent· e.ny of these particles mey become etr.1osphcrc born. If p'-!Xticular importance are particles produced b~r weer due to frict j.on. Chronic :Jrritation, by the clothes worn by the astro:iaut :i. s also a potential hazard. Decomposition of plastics a.~d fra{;l1entation must also be considered. 

2. Allergic Response: In long range fl:tght, allergy can develop to any of a host of substances :!.ncluded :i.n (1) mentioned above. Che.'llical allergy is cormn.on in the chemicaJ. industry and the constant handling of certain materials can a.lso result in allergy. Mercury is a particular offender and allerBY to mercury is cor:t~on. 

B. Gaseous Cor.roosi ti on: 

1. Oxygen: The range of oxygen partial pressures tolerated by man, for exte:r.ded periods of ti:ne, is rather narrow. Long-range experiments indicate toxic sym:pto1:is even at Po2 levels as low as 174 mm of mercury as com:pared to 150 mr.i, at sea level, norr.ially. Toxic symptoms appear at levels 110 m.~ of mercury typical to chronic hypoxia, for short periods of time, less thnn e. few days, levels of the order of 400 mm of mercury have been tolerated. S'yr.tptoms of high o;cy-gen pressur~s include substernal distress, syncope, pulmonary irritation, convulsions, 
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general malai.re nnd fatigue. ~Z:f"C inhibition results in dctcriorction of the overall metabolic procesf. 

2. Ozone: Ozone is produc~d. whenever oxygen is irrruiiated by ionizing radiat:i.on including ultr8.violet Jj_ght a.."1d low potentiaJ. discharge. Thu~ ozone produced in space tr~vel becooes a potentif0. significant hazard. Ozone in a.ir, a.t levels M.c;her tho.n 0 . l ppm, becomes s:i.gnificent in long ranse f J.icht. The toxic effects of ozone simulate that of h:i.gh OX-j'gcn concentration levels . Sorae of the to~:ic effects of ionizing rE?.d.fa.tion cie due to ozone forr.w.tion. 

3. Carbon Dfo;dde: High concentrations of carbon dioxide result in acidos i s and the attendant sequcll:le. Early sympto:ns of co.rbon dioxide intoxication a.re headache, drowsiness <md decreased efficiency. 

4. The Inert Gases:. The presence or · absence oi: the inert gases particularly, nitrogen 2.nd the :1.r effect on the well being of the j_ndividual in long range experiments is controversial. One obvious effect of the absence of c::.ny inert gas i s the f act that i f the indi vidual holds his breath for o. period of time (e.g. , 2-3 minutes), there is danger of lung collapse since a cer tain volilllle of gas is needed to keep the. alveoli di stended. Hitrogen, helium, neon and mixtures of .these components have been suggested ru1d tested. 

5. Carbon Monoxide: The major dane;er of carbon monoxide intoxication is decreased efficiency of the individual, since high l evels B:e not entidpated. · Pl>ove ?.Oj~ of hemoglobin saturation with carbor~ ::acnoxide there i s denger of death. At levels below 4~, hemoglobin saturation the levels can be t olerated. Such levels a.re often reached by hec:.vy smokers. Carbon monoxide occurs in sma11 an.cunts in norneJ. exha.1..ed air . It cG.n also be produced in the s:pa.ce cc..psu1e by ion:i.zin3 radiation or high temperatures acting on any organi c mater ials such as plastics, oils, foods, etc. 

6. other G~ses to be Considered: 

a. Hydrogen sulfide a..'1d oxides of sulfur are a distind; prooabili ty of' atmosphere cont orn.ina.t:ton during space travel. Materials on '~he spacecrcl't such as rabber conta:i.n a relatively M.gh percent~e of' sulfur. Degradation of food and from flatus ones obtain the sulfur containing gases. For H2's the upper limit of tolercnce is 20 pp.m. Toxicity at low concentrations is mainly due to combination with hemoglobj.n and the cytochromes. 

b. Fluorine and Cor.ipounds of Fluorine: Because of the use of Teflon and rel9.ted plastics, in nuraerous:components of the space capsule, one must consi der the results of their degra.d.~tion. Teflon softens at 250°c and above that temperature degr::1.datfon products appear. Ionizing rruiiation also degrades teflon at low tempcrutures. Thus, the denge1· of fluorine contamination of the atmospqere is a real one. Freous are also fluorine compounds and must be consi dered as potentlal toxic e,eents. 
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Fluorine in the atmosphere is toxic above the 0.1 ppm level. 

c. Gases from FJ.at~.1s: The volume of flatus varies from 500 (:, 50'{,) 
milliliters per 2h hours ir~ t he normal adult. The lover volume is 
associated with a milk diet a.'1d the higher volume with a legume diet. 
The composition varies ~..:id 5enera.lly consists of: - co2 - 8 - 34%; 
methane - 0-567j; hydro3en 1-4~~; and nitro:;en 10-64~. Other co1!!.ponents 
such as H2 ' s, skatole and nctaboJ.is:.i. :i.ntcrneJi:?.tec ex:!. st in small and 
variable concentr<'..t:!..ons. The hicher percent r.!Gc o:I:' combustible gases 
which may accunulatc ~.n r, confined space represents c. fine huzo.:?:'d, 
but not necesso.rily a to;dc ·hc.zard. The precur.L'~lat:i.on of even sm.tll 
amounts of such internediates as cadoverine or putrescine frora bacter).ul 
decey in the intc~tine does represent a potent5.cl toxic hazard. 

d. other Gases: Chlorine is a tox:l.c above the 1 ppm level. 
Generation by elc~troJ.ysis from sodil..lr.1 chloride can possibly occur and 
must be considered. Decomposition of ch.::.orine containinl} organic com
pounds such as in certain plastics (e.g., tygon, Kelef, etc.) are a 
distinct possibility. 

Cyanide form.ed from nitrogen a'!d carbon by ionizing ro.diation 
needs to be considered. · Euman toleraricc is up to approx:L":l.ateJ.y 10 ppm 
in air. However, these observations are nwde for short periods end 
long ran;se effects will probe.bJ.y s:Lr.tulute carbon nonoxlde poison:1.n3. 
Cyanide inhibits the cytochroine o;~idasc system. 

Metalic compo'..ll1ds suci1 as of zinc (15 :pp:n toxic level), end 
copper (15 ppm toxic level) must also be toJcen into accmmt. Berylllur.i, 
used in numerous components of the aircraft is of such high tox:!.cit~,r thc.t 
the minimt.Un acceptable concent.1 c.tio::i of thiG me.terfo .. l should be belo~; 
the level of detectc.b :U.ity. J:Icrcury e..nd other he<1vy ele.'"Ylents shouJ..d not 
be present above the l pp:n. level in the 2-tnos:phere . Although these 
heavy elements ce.n be t olerv.tcd at h igher levels for short periodc of 
time, -!;heir effect is cumulative and this r.mst be considered in lon13 
range flight. 

e. Aerosols : Aerosols cor.1.prise fine suspensions of liquids, such 
as water or oi:!..s, which serve to act as solvents for chemicals, such as 
N3, acids, alk~lis, alcohols and other substances. Since particles 
readily suspend in the weightless state it becomes e.ppa.rc11t that aerosols 
are formed more readily in space flight thG!i. tu1der the influence of 
g:;:avity. 

Huch of the "smo~" in contc:inirw.ted o.ress on ecu:-th mey be classi
fied as aerosols of irritating chemicn:!.s derived fronL factory or automo
bile eY.hausts. Any regent or liquid. ocdicinal carried on bo'1.!'d is cc:-.pable 
of forming an ae::.1 osol when the conta lncr is opened. T'ne fine suspension of 
water serves as a solvent, in addition, for t he decomposition products 
of organic materi als , such as pla ;,tic:>, O!"l boo.rd. It crui serve also to 
increase the hc.zard of toxic s'1bst2.!'1cc in the c.t:iosphere by dissolvins 
and thus co::lcentrati !'lc; then. Toxic effect~; fron s:i.ngle eye frrito.tion 
to systemic :i.ntox:i.ce.ti on r.mct be cons:i.dc:rcd. Allergic manifecto..tions are 
also dist:i.nct probub::'..litics . 
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1. 
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III. 

I 

. :-400: .. 

Drink:i.n:; Hater: 

1. Particula.te :tatter; Mechon1.ca.l. effect::; :;re the r.iajor p!·obeJ:.1 
which mey develop. :Jpicules of f:Lber gJ.ass fror.1 a.cc;r~o.tfon of the 
water tanks, if used, or plast:i.9 0::; 1 meta.l particle::; would ell serve 
as mechanicaJ. irr~. ta'1t" to the 5.ritect::.ne tre.ct. 

2. SolubJ.e Cor.t~;.:~.n ··n-'~::;: 1'u·Ty of the elc."'.le!'lt;:;, cor~s:'..dered toxic ::ic~' 

contc.'T'.:1..nntc the ':o::;cr st~:Pr)::..y. 7nosc :~ncludc ~.~c::·c'-Ll.'Y, thallu:L"':1, b:'..s:.:.uth, 
·cadmium, 1::eryll:tum, :?.r:Jc:i'.l.c, antenony, silve:::-, copper, lec.d, fluorine, 
z1.nc, and oth~1·;:; deper;.d::.ng upon t.hc r.tc'.;c.ls cr-.rr~.ed on t~'.8 .spD.cecraft 

. - ... , 
the cor.._t>os::.tion of -th0 ~rc.te1· ten:~~,· f i ltci·s 2!:.C. pUl•:'..f:1.c2.t:'..on cq'..li:rnent. 
Bacteria.J. conti::n:'..nc~·cc !:li.;.st ::.:! so be conside:;:·cd. If ;:.. rccyclin5 process 
include::; ion e:-:chc-.. r~:::;e, then one· must consider the cff~.cienc~r of the j_o~ 

exchc.nge syster.1 in renovin:; these ~d other contnn:i.m:>nts . Gencro.l\i', 
a level of 0.1 ppn. of these eleme!).ts should ~10t be exceeded.. Fo:!' clencnts 
like sodiu;:i, chJ.or:l.ne, cc.lcium ~.na. m.o.gne:;uir.i, thece shou~ d be !-:ei)t to 
a mini.'7lwn althoueh concentrations.:'e.s hi5h as 100 Pl)r.t, can be tolerc:~ed 
even for n03nesillia for long pe~iods of time. Concentrations of other 
.soluble cont.::ninc.nts cuch as $Ulfur co:npounds (112s , 502) C8.l1 serve as a 

hazc.rJ. if present in e:-:ces::i of 10 ?Pl:l . 

I \ 

J.. Oreo.a:: c :::t:bstrJJlC(;S : 85.n!e ·chc food intn.l~e '.-r:i.lJ. be larc;cJ.y of 
' dch~rdl·.::.tecl n~;tm·2.l f ooclc , t!'le ha:.:::.:cd c;~:i.sts of the i ntcJ-;:e o-;: to;::·.c 

~nounts of insectfo-i.clec fro:-n. frults, encl vc3cto.blcs. Certa~.n foods 
such c.s chi.cl;e:r.. and r:icat productr; rt!'e produced under the st:l.r:iul£::~in3 

effec·~ of cert<l:i.n hm."!'!'lOne prcparc.tior.s. In dehydrated for:n, it j_::; 

possible '.:.o consunc le.rger. 2nount::; of a p e..i'tictuur cher1iccl than -,;oulc1 
be consu.:n.cd of the hydrated. product. Thus, such a hr-:.zqrd ex:i.sts in 
long rauge fl5.ghts. 

2. Inorgnn:Lc Susbstances: Ince::;tition of the elements listed would 
procbcc toxi c . symptol':'.:::; :Ln excess of the levels j_ndicated. In mg/24 hrs. 
the ma:d.f:1.U:"':1 acceptable limit for certain elenents is as foll01rs: 
antenony 0.5, 2.rsc~ic o.6, lead, 2.5, mercury l.O, co.dmiwn,0.5, 
beriJllhur. o·.1, cyanide ·i.o, f'l1..io~ine 3.0, thallium 0.5. Any of these 
elemE.nts will produce acute s~toms at relatively low dosage. For exem:ple, 
if 10 mg of cadmiUJ.l is ingested at any one time toxic symptoms are 
observed. Sor.ie of theGe elenents like thallium or leru:l will a:ffect the 
central nervous systcn. Mercury is pc.rt:i.cuJ.arly injur:i.ous to the kidneys. 
Atemony aµd . arsenic vill interfere w:Lth norr.ia..l meto.boHsm by inhibiting nor
mal oxidative phosphory'.lhtion, ?-it addition to the gastritus observed when 
a large dose is t~.kcn. _'. tluorin~~t~:U.bits glycoly::;is end lipose activity. 
In general, these eleme~ts inhibit netabolisr:i.. and even in snD.1.1 amounts 
will result in ... . decrea~e in the number of erythrocytes resulting from 

d. 

~ 3. ive Blcm.cnts: If experiments are cm·rkd onboard. using 

radioactive sub~tsnccs the haze.rd exints in ingesting them contami nation 
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with the hands or surfaces of the co.p:mlc. The toxi c effect of most of these elements, depending upon their half' life, i5 essentially the same as receiving a contimuous dose o'f irradiation externally. The toxicity will vary with the type o'f eoi::ision, activity and half life of the isotope. 
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IN-FLIGHT MEDICAL EXPERJMENTS 

S. P. Vindgrad, M.D. 

I. GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

A. Incremental approach .. is method of NASA Manned Space Flight 

t o Determine feasibi+ity of prolonged manned flight. 

B. Two purposes of. in-flight medical information: ·, 

1. Medical safety in-flight {mission at hand) 
" 

2. Determine effects of space flight (future missions). 

Primary purpose of in-flight medical experiments. 
\ .... 

C. Experi~nents must be: 

1. Valid 

2. :ieliable 
t 

·3. Technically and Operationally feasible: 

(a) Technical (engineering) constraints 

Examples: 

(1) Voiume 
(2) Weight 

(3) Power 
t 

(4) '!M Requirements 

(5) On-Boa.rd recording requirements 

(6) Long Lead Time 

(b) Operational Constraints : 

Examples: 

(1) Time 

(2) Non-Interference with Astro freedom of 

motion 
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(3) Non-Interference with other 

Mission Objectives 

(4) Ease of Performance 

(5) Ground Support Requirements 

D. Medical Problems Requiring Experiments: 

1. Str~ss Factors 

(a) Prolonged Weightlessness a.~d Combinations 

of others with it are only ones that cannot 

duplicate terrestrially. 

(b) List of Stress Factors of Prolonged Flight 

(Barring Launch) 
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(1) Weightlessness 

(2) Ionizing Radiation 

(3) Confinement 

(4) Social Restriction 

(5) Monotony 

(6) Threat of Danger 

(7) Artificial Atmosphere 

(8) Toxic Substances 

(9) Particulate Contamination of 

· Atmosphere ("Floating" Particles) 

(10) Micro-organisms 

(11) Change in Circadian Rhythms 

(12) Magnetic Fields 

(l.3) lN Light 

(14) IR Exposure 

(15) Noise 

' I · 
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·(c) All except weightlessness and combined 

-
effects c.an be i nvestigated on ground - once 

2. Stress Effects on Man: 

(a) Most important (present status)" 

(1) Cardiovascular Deterioration 

-·· (2) Bone Demineralization 

-C 3) tiilscle Atrophy 

(4) Dehydration 

(b) Other important effects possible: 

(1) Hematologic 

(2) Respiratory 

(3) Vesti bular 

(4) Metabolic 

(5) Peristaltic 

(6) Ciliary 

(7) Alertness 

(8) Performance 

(c) Disuse phenomena a potential problem on return to 

G environment primarily 

E. In-fiight medical experiments objectives: 

1. Operational purposes: 

(a) Determine human effects of prolonged space flight 

(b) Mechan+sms of Effects 
·. 

(c) Means of predicting on-set and severity 

(d) Means qf prevention and/or remedy 

2. Scientific purposes : 
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II. 

F. Method - Comparison of In-Flight with Baseline Data 

1. Sources of Baseline Data 

(a) Astronaut Selection, Medical Surveillance, 

and Training Procedures 

(b) Ground Based St udi es (Non-Astronaut Subjects) 

(1) Bed Rest Studies 

(2) Stud:i.es Validating Methods and 

Hardware 

(3) Stress St udies {Subjects Instrumented 

During St ressful Act ivit y) 

2. Purposes of Baseline Data 

MBRCURY PROGRAM 

(a) Control for Comparison of In-Flight Dat a 

{l) To determine validity of observed 

changes 

I ' (2) To distinguis space flight factor 

as cause of observed change 

(b) Validity of Measurements and Methods Planned 

fbr used in flight 

(c) Establ ish normal range of responses to stress 

A. Medical Measurements - Project Mercury 

1. Safety Medical Monitoring 

(a) Temperat ure 

(b) Respiration 

(c) ECG 

(d) Blood Pressure 
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2. Medical Experiments 

(a) Xylose Absorption 

(b) Calibrated E>~ercise 

{c) Tilt Table - Flack Test 

(d) Urin~ry Calcium Output 

(e) Hormone Assays, Steroids, Adrenalin, 

Catechol Amines 

{f) Radiation Dosimetry 

B. Medical Findings - Project M.er-cury 

1. Cardiac Arrhythmias (Phys:i.ological) ( Critical Periods ) 

{a) Ectopic Beats 

{b) Tachycardia 

2. TransitorJ Circulatory Change {weightlessness net.EE~ 

cause) 

{a) MA-8, mottling of skin and venous distension 

of ankles 

{b) MA-9, near syncope, reduced tilt t able 

tolerance 

3. Dehydration 

4. Norepinephrine Reduction (needs confirmation) . 

5. Reversal of Neutrophile-Lymphocyte Ratio Post-Flight 

MA-9, cause Ul. 1mown, probably not sie;nificant 

6. Negative Findings: Calciwn Excretion, Xylose 

Absorption, Calibrated Exercise. 
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III. GEMINI PROGRAM 

J:V. 

A. Safety Medical Monitoring same as 1·1er cu.ry; Equipment Improved 

B. In-Flight Medical Experiments 

1. M-1 Venous Cuffs; Preventive Measure 

2. M-2 Tilt Table and Fluid Compartments (now operational 
procedure) 

3. M-3 Calibrat ed Exercise 

4. M-4 Phono-Elect rocardiography 

5. M-5 Hormone Assays 

6 . M-6 X-ray Densitometry 

7. M-7 Calcium and other Electrolyte Balance 

8. M-8 In-fl ight Sleep Analysis (EF.G) 

9. M-9 Ot oli th Funct ion 

c. Processing of Proposed In-Flight Medical Experiments in 

Ma.ruled Space Flight 

l. Space Medicine Division 
(a).. Nm Study Sections 
(b) • Medical Advisory Council 

2 •. ECB 

(Scientific 

3. MSC, Houst on ( compatability evaluation) 

4. MSFEB 

ORL STUDIES - SPAMAG 

A. Method - For.mat 

1. Three Phases 

a . Support of ~rew 

b. Medical Experiments 

c. ORL Design and Operations Recommendat ions 
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2. Final Product Includine Recommendations for: 

a. Prerequisite Space Flight Experiments 

b. Prerequisite Ground Based Experi~ents 

c. Prerequisite R&D 

B. Importance of SPAi·1AG Study 

l. Assist Design of ORL 

2. Assist Fo:mulation of Over-All Medical Experiments 

Program. 

V. APOLLO PROGRAM 

A. Three categories of Medical Experiments: 

1. De£ine Environ.~ent, Intra- and Extravehicular, and 

Lunar { i.e., Man Made and Natural) 

2. Determine Human Response 

3. Test Evaluative Techniques Considered for .Fu.ture Programs 

B. Presently .Planned Apollo In-Flight Medical Experiments 

1. SA 204 First Manned Apollo 

2. SA 205 Second Manned Apollo 

C. Lunar Surface Medical Experiments Present View 

VI. APOLLO APPLICATIONS PROGRAM 

A. General 

B. Medical-Behavioral experiments; dual approach 

1. R&D Program 

2. Proposed experiments - Scientific community 
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F. B. Benj8J!lin, D.M.D., Ph.D. 
Code MM/Space Medicine 

GROUND BASED STUDIES 

The ground based studies are part of the space medicine program. 
Within this frame they have their own specific function and this 
is indicated in Table I. 

TABLE I 
GROUND BASED STUDIES 

PURPOSE: 

1. To study the effect of the space environment (earth 
simulation) on the astronaut. 

2. To detennine monitoring requirements and needs of 
protecting the astronaut. 

3. To develop monitoring methods and protective devices. 

4. To evaluate monitoring methods and protective devices . 

5. To provide baseline data for evaluation of in-flight 
observations in the fields of anthropometry, physiology, 
and psychology. 

6. To prepare the astronaut for spaceflight by exposing 
him to simulated space stress am familiarizing him 
with the mission's tasks and problems. 

7. To supplement, extend, and verif'y in-flight observations. 

8. To check out complete systems or subsystems (space suits, 
life support system). 
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If it is one of the major goals of the ground based experiments 
to supplement and extend in-flight information, we need criteria 
for selection of experiments and of suitable experimental 
approaches, and for interpretation and evaluation of result.;:;. 
This is the purpose of Table II • 

TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF GROUND BASED S'l'UDIES WITH IN-FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 

ADVANTAGES: 

No limitation of weight volume and power. 

Chance of using large number of subjects, animals or plants 
(statistical significance). 

Use of bulky equipment may increase sensitivity and reliability 
of measurements. 

Possibility of increasing the variety of measurements and 
the frequency of data collection . 

Availability of experts in many fields. 

Possibility of using delicate procedures like intra-arterial 
measurements in man and surgery in animals. 

Ease of scheduling. 

Low cost. 

No hazard to subject . 

DISADVANTAGES: 

Simulated instead of true spac~ environment. 

Lack of motivation. 

Absence of .. hazard factor. 

Difficulty of getting adequate data on astronauts or equivalent. 
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These two tables indicate what can be done and what cannot be done 
by means of ground based experiments. In addi tion we have to 
identif'y the problems that have to be solved. For t his we use a 
matrix system pl otting 58 environmental factors agai nst 142 
physiological and psychological f'unctions. The 8236 intersections 
are then rated as to: 

1. Critical for Apollo Mission . 

2. Not critical for Apollo but possib~ f or f'uture manned 
space flight. 

3. Notcritical. 

4. Unknown. 

The utilization of this matrix approach i s indicated in Table III. 

TABLE III 
IDENTIFICATION OF PROBLEM ARP.AS STORAGE AND RNI'RIEVAL OF INFORMATION 

Use of matrix approach by plotting the space-envi ronment al 
para.meters against the physiological and psychological f'unctions. 

a. System.a.tic approach assures that all possible problems 
will be considered . 

b. Matrix provides a framework for collection and integration 
of existing information . 

c. Storage of information for easy retrieval of information 
on individual effects or large f i elds.l 

d . Identification of loopholes of information requiring 
:f'urther research. 

e . Identificati on of problem areas . 

f. Utilization of rating of intersections as a means of 
scheduling ground based studies according to mission 
requirements. 2 

g. 

2. 

Establishing a framework suitable for integrated presentation 
of many types of medical problems (normal ranges, sports 
physiology, industrial hygiene). 

(u .v. radiation and visual acuity)(environmental t emperature 
and work performance) 
(1 = Apollo 2 = Apollo Appli cati ons 3 = Lunar Shelter 
4 = Mars Miss ion) 
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In manned space flight we are not only interested to find the 
tolerance limits under various environmental stre3ses , but we 
would like to know also when the performance of the astronaut 
will be significantly affected. Therefore, we are trying now 
to use a three dimensional matrix with mission phases ani mission 
tasks as the third dimension . Dr. McFarland will discuss this 
work in greater detail. 
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f\ MODr:L fOI{ TJIE SOCIA!. SYSTl:M roR Tllr. MU LTIMAN 
EXTI.:NDED DURATION SPACE SHIP * 

S. 13. Sells, Ph.D. 
Professor of Psychology and Director, Inst itute of lkhaviorn l Research 

'l'exas Christian University 
Fort Worth, Texas 76129 

ABSTRACT 

The conditions of isolation, confinement, and 
other stresses to which extended durution space 
crew~ will be exposed are unprecedented and many 
of thb problems are not yet understood. Hypotheses 
directed toward principles to optimize crew organi 
zation and adaptation must be generated from pre 
sent knowledge . Extrapolations might Ile attempted 
from various literature sources of human experience 
in extreme situations. However, the appropriate 
ness of such generalizaUon depends on the system 
s'.::-.iiarity of the various situational contexts to that 
.::-'. : :-::> s;>aceship. A model social system for such 
- · . : : ·: . ;.-.:.'. ,· ·: '.~~ w,:,s constructed and system profiles 
: .. ,- .: ,·: -. w:: .. !--:-...cwn system patterns were compared 
.. ::'. :~ .. '.: ;:-:.;;:~l.;:cc for the ex tended duration space
;.:._;. ,-:;:,··.' ::- ::: ::imilarity was found for submarines, 
~.-.::,- :1 ._. ;_ . .;.-: ;,::.J..::i~ s, naval ships and bomber crews, 

ar:c least for shipwrecks and disasters, industrial 
work groups, and prison groups. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report is part of a re search program undcr
token in anticipotion of a need for behavioral science 
principles related to crew adapt<ibility in the micro
society of extended duration space missions. Cur
rent ,,;ialyses by space scientists at Boeing (1965), 
:)01,;glas (1965) and General Dynamics (196S) r.r the 
:::- :: :::."::-'.e for manned flights to Venus anr! · · ::ti-
:-:;,':,:, :.~e ec;rliest flyby of Mars between L · . . 
:~77 ar.d lunding between 1982 and 1986. It is ap
!)arent that the conditions of confinement , isolation, 
<ind stress to which these crews will be exposed, 
ciurir.g flights of one to three years duration, are un
precedented and that the probl~ms involved are as 
yet not clearly understood . The lead time is not 
great and these problems must receive immediate at
tention to provide adequate opportunity for the re
search and development that will be required. 

The present study is an attempt to understand 
and formulate the group behnvior problems applicable 
to the extended duration space mission. It is con
cerned with group organization, structure, and inter
personal interaction of crew members in the environ
mental circumstances of a typical mission. The ap
proach is to attempt to formulate a set of principles 
of socia'l structure and group behavior as hypotheses 
for further research, using present knowledge as a 
point of departure. To maximize the application of 
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present knowledge, it has been planne~ to supple
ment reviews of relev,rnt lit~rature with consull<1-
tion with selected social S'cientists and experienced 
personnel in relu te d situations. " 

Preliminary Exoloration 

One of the firs t steps in this s tudy involved 
correspondence w ith a carefully se lected panel of 
over 200 di_stingui'sheci social scientists chosen on 
the basis of expertise in some aspect of the overall 
problem. They were sent a summary of the project 
objectives , approach, and procedures , and were 
.:isked to suggest significant problem areas, relevant 
literuture, and ideas that might , in their judgment , 
pay off. This correspondence elictied overwhelm
ing approval of the undertaking, without exception , 
from the entire panel, and a wide range of sug 
tions in response to the questions raised. 

After reviewing and. summarizing the sug
gestions, however , it became apparent that some de
finite criteria were needed to judge the relevance 
of data based on various situations , ranging from 
laboratory experiments to hazardous field observa
tions , to the problems of t he extended duration 
space ship. Such criteria in effect imply a concept
ual model of the social system of the space ship 
micr•)SOciety. 

Model definition was implicit in t he discussion 
of construints expected in the space shi p situation 
that was presented in the summary memorandum re
ferred to above. Among the probable fe· •ures o f this 
situation, the following were mentioned·:· 

1. A formal organization with prescribed re
sonsibility patterns for the entire crew; 

2. Crew composition characterized by an elite 
corps of hi ghly selected , trained , and educated vol
unteer specialists , all extr3mely ego- involved in 
the program and the mission; · 

3. Low organizational autonomy as a result of 
the NASA organizational and operational system and 
the affiliation of crew members with military and 
civilian career services; 

4. Low formally prescribed status distance 
among crew members ; an_d 

5. High task demand and mutual dependence, 
under high levels of isolation, confinement, limita
tion of mobility and privacy, and environmental 
threat. 

These constraints are believed to be correct, but 

lprepared as a report of NASA Grant No. NGR 
44-009 - 008. 



.d l!iuu'J l1 lhc y po int out scvcwl i1nport.int chanscler
i ~; ,, c:; <>f the :;pt1ce ship social s y:.i r ~m, thny f. ! l 
s hort 0f specifying the model. further spec· : ic')n 
is attempted in this paper. 

The Lilerutures on Isolation nnd Stre s s 

An obligation of scientists approaching the pre
sent problem is to review critically available re
cords and literatures on human experience in stress
ful. i;;obted, and confined situations in order to ex
tra pol<:: te significant observations, at least as hypo
theses, to the situation of the extended-duratior1 
spoce ship. However, the literature in this broad 
cotego:y is vast and varies widely in relevance. 
Among the potential sources of information thut hove 
been suggested by consultants or staff members ore 
iield studies , participant accounts, and historical 
documents of incidents concerning naval ships, sub
marines , aircrews, prison populations, mental hos
pital populations, personnel at remote-duty radar 
sites and work parties, industrial work groups, ath
letic teams , exploration parties, personrtel in air
rcid shelters, shipwrecks, disaster situutions, POW 
comps, and a variety of related situiltions thot have 
:E:ceived attention because they emphasized some 
unusual aspect of crisis, hazard, confinement, iso
lation , small-group process under stress, or the like. 
The problem of generalization of observations from 
such diverse situations is a major one which has 
received little systematic consideration by social 
scientists , who have apparent ly been more interest
ed in particular aspects of behavior selected for 
study than in the contextual and systems aspects of 
the situations in which the behavior occurred. 

'foe importance of this issue may be illustrated 
'::,y a n example. Consider for instance the difference 
:Oetween the effects of prison confinement of con
victed criminals, of hospital confinement of mental 
patients, of confinement during depth bombing of a 
trapped submarine crew, and of confinement of a 
space crew in a capsule on a 500-day mission. The 
o:Ovious differences , in intellectual and social level 
of the different groups, their motivation and identi
fication with the situation, the conditions of con
finement , the nature and acuteness of the stresses 
endured, the group solidarity, their training and pre
par<.tion for the experience, and the· payoff to indiv
iduals and group.for successful endurance oi the con
finement, require little comment. In our opinion , 
variations among other relevant variables, such as 
those enumerated, may be of greater magnitude than 
that of the common, but by no means identical, vari
able, confinement •. 

Unfortunately, such is the nature of the litera
ture available as background for the study of this 
new social situation in which isolation and confine
ment appear to be prominent conditions. However, 
these must be considered not only as particular as
pects of a complex, multidimensional social system, 
but also in relation to other significant dimensions 
of the system. Despite the attention they have re
ceived, it appears that recognition of these variables 

as primary foci of the proble m would be oversimpli
fication. 

DI MCNSIONS or THC MODL:L 

A distinction mus t be made between the broad 
dimensions of different types of socia l situations 
in' which men have faced extreme environmental ha 
zard and the modes of interaction exemplified in 
their be havior. In the former category, which is the 
focus of the prese n t analysts , are .. -such fac tors as 
group size, me mbership composition, organiza tion, 
types of goul s, sites of activity, equipment , sk ills , 
authority, and t he like. The latter includes intar
persona I be huvior, leadership style, factors pro
moting or inte r fering with member motivation, and 
0ther principally behavioral aspects of group func
t.oning. For purposes of clarity in communication 
we shall designate the first categG>ry by the term 
syste m structure of the microsociety, and the se
cond, behavior patte rns. In some cases, group 
behavior patterns may be highly standardized and 
appear as dimensions of structure . 

In a perce ptive report on the American Mount 
Everest Expedition , Emerson (19611) identified a num
ber of aspe cts of the system structure of the Expedi
tion as a means of facilitating the generalization of 
his result :; tu u related class of group undertakings . 
ParticuJ ,1r attention was directed in this report to 
three structural factors : (a) group size, (b) pursuit 
of group goals for which success or failure can be 
empiricully defined, and (c) probability of success 
uncertain. Other factors, such as membership pre 
selection and composition, sites of activity, equip
ment, skills , and authority involved were implicit 
in the identifica lion of the Expedition . Such des 
cription of the setting in which certain behavior pat
terns were observed places these behaviors in a 
context of social structure in which the relevance 
of important constraints imposed by the system or 
particular system requirements can be evaluated. 
Generalization across contexts would be greatest 
when system characteristics are most similar. As 
similurity decreases, it ls necessary to evaluate 
the effects of the variations observed . 

The aim of this discussion is to propose a 
standard set of system structure characteristics that 
could be applied gene rally as a means of ordering 
various microsocieties according to their similarity 
to each other. This preliminary effort does not con
sider the we ight or relative importance of particular 
characteristics to various systems or the variations 
among these over time or in different system states 
(confrontation with different problems). Some in
ferences on these issues are logically apparent and 
some information is available in the literature. How
ever, the studies are s cattered and do not fit into a 
un}form taxonomy. It is possible that the present 
attempt may have heuristic effects on needed stud
ies of this type. 
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- The system description involves seven eategor
~ ies that have generul relevance. These are: 

I. O::>jectives and goals 
II. Philos ophy and value systems 

;:n . Personnel composition 
IV. Organization 
V. Technology 

VI. Physical environment 
VII. Temporal characteristics 

Each of these categories involves important foctors 
which :;an be ordered to some extent on continua 
conducive to comparative analysis. 

Obj ectives and Goals 

Se veral aspects of the objectives and goals of 
social organizations are more properly treated under 
category 4 , organization. These relate to the degree 
of formal structure and involve consideration of 
whethe'r they are officially specified a nd pubiished 
or implied, whether they are mandatory or volunta ry, 
c:.nd the nature of the authority under which they exist. 
In this section, the aspects of concern are the fol
lowing: 

Polarization. This reflects the extent to which 
an orga nization is goal oriented with respect to one 
or more major goals of importance to its sponsors 
and rr,embers. The space organization is highly pol
arized in both programs and projects, with clearly 
defined, announced goal s. 

Remoteness. This aspect refers to the time re 
quired between initiation of an activity and goal at
tair.ment . As the space program progresses, remote
ness of overall goa ls is decreased, but duration of 
ind ivi(!ual missions tends to increase , making their 
parti.cular goals more remote. 

St>.ccess Criteria . The criteria of success in 
goal attainment ma y vary from confusion and ambig
-...ity, in the case of certain types of organizational 
goals , to clearly defined , measurable events or di
mensions. Space mission goals have generally in
volved specific, measurable criteria, but some am
biguity may be pointed out in the assignment of cre
dit. It has appeared , at least in the public press, 
that a greater share of credit is due to the planners 
and directors whose training and guidance was fol
lowed so skillfully by the astronauts in Hight. 

Success Uncertainty. An important considera
tion in any group enterprise involves ':he amount of 
uncertainty of mission success, both objectively 
and as perceived by the participants, and the ob
jective and perceived conseque nces of failure. Des
pite the phenomenally successful record of American 
manned space missions to date, they may all be ob
jective ly characterized as involving high risk. The 
superb planning, provision of " backup" systems, 
testing, training, and overa 11 preparation for suc
cessive missions has undoubtedly reduced subjectiw 

ri sk and incrcas(~d confidence in the Mercury and 
Gemin i programs . Neverthe less, new programs, 
such as i\pollo, MOL, .:ind M<1rs , bring new pro blems 
of unknown and Y.nown hazards to be fac ed and both 
objective and subj·~c tive uncerta inty may be expected 
to fluctuate as new programs and missions within 
progrums .:ire ac tivated . 

Philosophy und Value Systems 

The aspect of organizationa l philosophy of most 
genera l interest i n the present context involves the 
values accepted with respec't to t he relative import 
ance attributed to al ternative goals and alternative 
means, costs, and risks re la ted to the atta inmen t of 
the preferred goal s . With the exception of formal 
religious orga niza tions , the governing value systems 
are rarely available in documcntury form, but must 
be inferred from a variet y of s ources , such as the re 
cord of critical decisions made , key appointments, 
speeches and direc tive s (as well as selected corres
ponde nce) by key officia ls, and the like. Such a 
study of NASA and rela ted official v a lues with res
pect to the space program would be va luable in the 
context of the present study . In its absenc e , the 
following speculations are tentatively proposed: 

First, the operations of the American space pro- , 
gram appear to continue the tradition of American 
military aviation with respect to command structure, 
miss ion emphasis, respect for individual lives , and 
cost- risk decisions . 

Second, the American governme nt has until now 
glv e n the s pace progrum a very high priority and ha s 
placed virtuully all of its facilities at the disposa l 
of the space agencies for effective support. 

Third, t he astronaut value systems appear to re 
flect those of Ame rican military airmen, in character , 
motivation toward mission, family, and personal 
goals, professional attitudes an'd identifications, and 
of the traditions of American culture with respect to 
religious , mora 1, political , and social philosophy . 

Personne l Composition 

To t he extend that the intellectual, motivational; 
persona lity, educational , professional, and moral 
characteristics of its mem bers affect the functioning 
of an organization , both by t he constraints implied 
by interaction of these with other fa ctors, the limi
tations or specifications of the org.:inization with re
spect to such characteristics constitute an important 
dimension . 

More specifically , this category ma y be examin
ed with respect to the upper and lower limits of in
tellect, education , training, experience, spe c ified 
personality and mora l characteristics, motivation of 
me 'mbers to participate, dedica tion to mission, phy
sical requirements , required skills , age range, sex, 
marita l and parental status, religious background, 
and the like. This inventory might·properly include 
the entire range of individual' differences and 
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. .., ; i' 
().:moqrophic choructcristic:;. Jlowc:vcr, in the present 

contPxt, it is bc:l ic vc:d thot mo"t of th •~ rc lt:v<1 nt iuc

tors huve bc,en e numr:r<:ited. Tlw we ii - known bti:;es 

of astronaut selection ha ve, at le .. st thus far, prov 

ed successful, although it is nm poss ible to cxo 

min0 many of the critieria criticully. To dutc, the 

ilstronaut group has been drown , first from a se lect 

group of military test pilots with extensive jct ex

perience, and more recently from a more heterogen

eous group of men with this or other relevant scien

tific training. In all cases, intellectua l, motiva

tional, emotional maturity, mora l, educutional, and 

phy~i ca l standards have been exceptionally high. 

Organization 

TL is necessary to examine or<;;anizotional struc

ture in terms of the degree of formul S<ructure in

volved , organizatiOn<Jl cornplc:xity and formul provi

sion for authority, decision-milking and direction 

(command). These considern•ions invoive ccntrali

zc.tion of authority, sanctions permitted , provision 

for ~uccession , chui:1 of comm;:,nd , and the power 

and role structure. Other factors inciudc autonomy, 

control of member behavior by the organization.:il 

authorities , degree of participation of members in 

organizational uctivities , a nd degree of stratificu. 

tion of ranks or echelons. 

The question of a uthority brings in formal docu

ments , such as constitution, lows , directives , and 

the like , which muy specify objectives and goals , 

as we ll as the limits of a uthority assigned to vari

ous offices and roles. 

Although the organizational chu.racte ristics of 

the Mercuty and Gemini programs u.nd space crews 

can be fairly well described , c e rtain chnnges may 

;:;e expecte d in extended- duration missions u.s u re

s ult of their durution und isolution , concerning which 

decisions must be made, to which it i s hoped the 

present study may conti.-ibute . The org<:1nizational 

putte rns of the Mercury u.nd Gemini progrums , with 

respect to overall structure as we ll us crew orga ni

zation resemble closely those of mililc1ry uvi.:ition , 

with much of the command re sponsibility held oy 

ground command . However, in the Mars mission 

and other extenced-duration efforts, there are grounds 

for expecting the trunsfer of much authority to 
the spaceship commander , and with this , problems 

of assuring integrity of command in foe isolated 

s;:iace ship become acute. Another factor , which 

probably belongs in this category, is the size of the 

organization, in t erms of t he number of participa nts 

required to perform the central tasks. 

Technology 

It is almost meanini;;less to discuss organizatio

nal oehavior without tu king account of the nature, 

comple xity, characteristic opera tio:1s, a nd traditions 

implied by the technology :nvolved. The technology 

:1ot only make s distinctions, such as between je t 

aviation and the earlier pis ton-prope :l· :r era , w hich 
involve differences in speeds , altitu0cs , schedules , 
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unci pily-lo.1d, hut also bctwr.<~ n pc rsonn 0l types , 

trctditions , tr.1 ining, and other r. iqnific,rnt factors 

ussociutcd wilh the re ~;pcctive tcchnologic.:il fields . 

The te chnology of tlle spucc programs i s new, ul 

though it follows the aerospace tradition . Among the 

peculiar u s pe cts urc the overwhelming significunce 

of intensive training in anticipated emergencies us a 

mca;1s of insuring re liability of performunce , t he high 

level of training , experience , and skill re quired of 

crew members , the glamor associated with astronaut 

sta tu s (at least until the present), and the high risk 

associiltcd with the very m<) sculine (in the Uni ted 

States) astron.:iut role. The' spuce' technology has 

creu.ted new joos , new vocabulury and technicu: jur

gon , and is currently regarded as one of the frontiers 

of human advuncement. The type and extent of train 

ing and preconditioning provided participants are re

lated to this section. 

Phy sical Environment 

Among the significant characteris tics of various 

social systems are the di s tinctive features of lheir 

task environments , which hove implicu t ions for the 

level of risk involved and the nuture and maqnitude 

of stresses encountered. The space environments 

a re principul ly two , the spilce medium, which is un

frie ndly and haza rdou s to man , and the space ship 

and equipment which protect him and provide a sup

portive environment that enables him to endure in 

spu.ce. In extended duration missions, with the e n

forced !solution and confinement of groups of men 

from 8 to 12 in number for periods up to 500 days or 

longer , the protective capsule itself may be a major 

source of social s tress , compounded by the period 

o f time during which crew members must s hare the 

unnaturally confined quarters as work, living, re 

creationul , and quasi-pe rsonal space. Here , again, 

is u. n unprecedented experience for man, with only 

fragmentary sources from which to extrapolu. te esti

mates of needs and reactions. 

Severul additiona 1 aspects of the physica 1 en

vironment, which are also related to the technology, 

involve the distinctions be tween a maneuvering op

eration und u s tutic environme nt , between extended 

exposure to e mbedded , but not intrusive s tresses 

and occasional , insidious exposure to highly threat 

e ning conditions, and between organizations that 

plan and prepare means of coping with the hazards 

expected and those t ha t are caught unpre pared. It 

can be stated that the spuce ship is a maneuv ering 

group, expos ed to e mbedde d, but not intrusive stres

ses over long periods, whose pre parations for coping 

are exceptionally thorough and, until now, effective. 

Temporul Ch.:irncteristics 

So far as is known, the Mars mission and others 

of its ge nerul class involve continuous exposure to 

stress for humiln groups of an unprecedented t em poral 

magnitude . further, the c;:i psulc e nvironment fits the 

des cription of o total c1:iv_;ronment (Goffma n, 1957) , 

in which e nforced assocation is continuous a nd with

out the respite of discontinuity afforde d ma n in his 
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a ccustomed habitat, in which he enjoys discontinui
ties of a tension-relieving quality when he moves 
from home to work to lunch , <.ind so forth, in his 
daily life . An effect of the totol environment, which 
may be mitigated to some extent by scheduling and 
by ti".e provision of opportunities for privacy and 
solitude, is the magnification of interpersonal stres 
ses generated by the enforced close contacts. 

COMP/\RISON OF TWt:LVE SOCIJ\L SYSTEM ?ROFILES 

On the basis of descriptive information on the ir 
generic choracteristics in the litera tu•e , an u ~<empt 
has been made by the writer to comp<:ire fifty - six 
~e;;uted system characteristics of the extcndcd-dura
ti0:1 spuce ship with those of eleven other reference 
sys;cms , each of which involves isolation , confine
::;0:it, and/or stress to a high degree, and for which 
thare is substantial information in the literature. 
These are: 

, • Exploration parties and expeditions 
2. Submarines 
3 . Na val ships 
4. Bomber crews 
5 . Remote duty organizations (e .g. radar s ites) 
6. Professional athletic teams 
7. Industrial work groups 
a. Shipwrecks and disaster situations 
9. Pri soner of war groups 

l 0 . ?rison society 
11 . Mental hospital wards 

The fifty - six system characteristics are sub
sets of the seve n major categories described in the 
preceding section and arc listed in th<) margin of 
Tuble 1. Taken as a whole, they constitute a pre 
liminary effort to develop a system profile of signi
ficar.t aspects of a miniature social system. The 
entries in Table 1 represent comparison ratings of 
similarity to the condition of the extended duration 
space ship on each factor for each of the eleven 
comparison systems selected. Thus each column 
in Table l is presented as a system profile. 

The entries in Table l are on a three - point 
scale: 2 (highly similar to the e xtended- duration 
space ship situation), l (moderately similar), and 
0 (dissimilar or unrelated). These were inserted 
according to the judgment of the author on the sys 
tems compared. A maximum similarity score, for the 
56 items, would be 112; scores could range from 
112to0. 

The data in Table l rank the eleven comparison 
systems on similarity to the extended duration space 
ship as follows : 

Systems 

2 . Submarines 
1. Exploration parties 
3. Naval sh ips 
4. Bomber crews 

Similarity 
Rank 

2 
3 
4 

Similarity 
Score 

79 
68 
61 
60 
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5. Ri~motc duty st<itions 5 
9 . POW situ.:i tions 6 
6. Professional .:ithletic teams 7 

11. Ment.:il hospitul wards 8 
10 . Prison society 9 

7. Indus triill work groups 10 
8. Shipwrecks and disasters 11 

59 
39 
37 
23 
20 
16 
11 

Table 2 is interesting in that i t indicates areas 
of similarity wn<l dissimilari ty among the eleven com
parison systems wi th the space sh ip system by maj or 
category of comp<1rison. Submarines arc most similar 
overu l l , but mutch the space s hip situation more 
closely in respect to <.:;oals, value systems, and or
g.:111ization, th.:in on the other factors . POW situa 
ti ons , mentul hospital wards, and pi:ison groups are 
low in profile similarity, but are nev.ertheless high 
with respect to sim ilarity of physical environment 
and temporal c haracteristics. In terms of overall. 
closeness o f fit, submarines , exploration parties, 
und bomber crews a re most similar to the socia l sys 
tem o f the extended - duration space ship, while in 
dustri.:i l work rirou ps and shipwreck and disaster sit
uutions arc most dissimilar . Neverthe les s , it is of 
interest that the latter situutions have been so fre 
quently cited as significant literatures source for 
the present problem , without concern for the appro
priateness of such generaliza tio n . 

DISCUSSION 

The foregoing analysis represents a preliminary 
attempt to com pure t he socia I system of tho extended
dura tion space ship with s everal other type s of soc
ia l system that have been suggested as background 
source s for extrapolation of observations and genera
lizati on o f principles. Although based on subjective 
judgment und on un unweighted and preliminory se t 
of factors, the results demonstrate widespread dif
ferences umong the twelve selected socia l systems 
c·:>mpared , thus raising questions that invite serious 
concern about the u til ity to studies of the extende d 
dura tion space ship problem of some of the most fre 
quently sugges te d sources, as well as greater inter
est in others. 

As a result of the fa vorable position of explora
tion parties , submarines, and nava l ships (which 
would come out e ven more favorably if confined t o 
the sailing ship eru) , several profitable historical 
studi es of t hese literat ures have been undertaken 
within our researc h group. The results of the pre 
sent anulysis also enhance t he importance of cer
tain contemporory studies , such as those of Emerson 
(1965) and Lester (1965) on the Mount Everest Ex
pedition, of Weybrew (1963) and others in the sub
marine service, and of Gunderson and Nelson (196 3) 
in the Antartic . Until ade quate evaluation is made 
of the influences of variations in major system char
acteristics on behavior o f groups and individuals in 
these groups , extreme caution is indicated in making 
generalizations from expe rimental and field observa
tionul results. 
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Table~ -comparison of Socia l Syste m Profiles of Elpven Sys te m Patterns with that of the Ext<?nded 
Duratiofl Space -Ship. Compa rison Systr·r- -: .:ire identlfied as foliow s : l. Exploration P9rties ana Expcd i-
ti on s , 2 • Submarine s , 3 • Naval Ship mber Crews , S. Remote Duty Stations, 6 . Profe ssional 
Ath letic Teams, 7. Industr!ul Work Gr I ' 

., . Shipwrecks and Disa s ter Situntions, 9 . Prisoner of War 

v Situations, 10. Prison Socie ty, 11. Mental Hospital Wards. Ratings indica te degree of simi.'.. rity to the 
Extended Duration Space Ship social s ystem on a three-point scale: 2 (highly similar) , 1 (moderately simi- . 
lar), 0 (dissimilar or unrelu ted). ' 

System ComEarison S:i:::stem 
Characteristics 2 3 4 ~ 6 «. z a 9 lQ 11 

I. Objectives and Goals 

1. Formally Prescribed 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 
2. Mandatory 1 2 2 2 2 l 1 0 1 1 1 
3. Formal Authority 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 1 1 
4. Polarization 2 1 1 . 2 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 s. Remoteness of Goals 1 2 2 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 0 
6. Success Criteria 2 2 1 2 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 
7. Success Uncertainty 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 

II. Value Systems 

8. Obedience to Command 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 
9. Mission Emphasis 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 

10. Respect for Indiv. Lives 2 2 2 2 2 0 l 0 1 0 l 
11 . High National Priority 0 1 1 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12. Military Trad. in Pers. Attits. 0 2 2 l 0 0 0 2 0 0 
13. Accept. of Amer. Way of Life 0 2 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

m. Personnel Composition 

14. Intellectual 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15. Educational Level l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16. Extent of Re levant Training 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
17. Extent o f Relevant Experience 2 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 
18. Fcr sona lity Selectivity 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19. Moral Selectivity -1 0 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20. ·Physical Selectivity 1 1 l 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 
21. Possession of Requisite Skills 2 1 1 l 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 
22. Motivation to Participate 2 l 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 0 0 
23. Sex of Pa rticipants 2 2 2 2 2 2 q 0 2 0 0 
24. Age Range 1 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 
25. Presence of Non-Crew Pers. 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26. Rank distribution (all "officers") l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

.IV. Organization 

27. Formal Structure 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 
28 . Prescribe d Rol~s 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 0 1 0 0 
29 . Command Structure 1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 1 0 0 
30 . Centralize d Authority 1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 
31. C hain of Command with Provision 1 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 

for Succe ssion 
32 . Exte nsive Back-up Organization 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 
33. Low Autonomy re Goals 1 2 2 2 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 
34. Group Size (8-12) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
35. Prescribed Disc ipline 1 2 2 2 2 1 0 0 2 1 
36. Low Prescribed Social Di stanc.e 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Among Crew 
37 . C ongruency of Rank and Status 2 2, 1 l r 0 0 0 0 0 0 

' 
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Table 1 . Continued 

Sys•em C::imp:Jrison System 
ChDractcristics 2 3 tj 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

V. Technology 

38 . High Technologic Complc xi t y 
1 " 2 1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 

39 . Relation to A via ti on Tradition 0 1 1 1 2 0 0 ll 0 0 0 
40. Use of Si mu lu tors and Other 0 l l l 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Technica l Training Devices 
./ 

41. Extensive Prcparution for Missi on s 2 l l 1 0 1 0 0 ~( c 0 0 
42. Use of Tech:-iica l Language in 2 2 l 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Execution 
43 . Physical ?reconditioning 1 :. 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
44. Scientific Principles Involved l l 0 0 0 0 0 0 

VI. Physica l Environment 

45. Required Physiol. Protection 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
and Life Support 

46. Extre me Remoteness from Base 1 1 l l 1 0 0 l 2 l 1 
47. Presence of Unknown Environmental 2 l l l 0 0 0 2 2 0 l 

Hazards 
48. Extreme Confine ment in Capsula 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 2 
49 . High Endurance Demands 2 1 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 
so. Reduced Communication l l l 1 1 0 0 2 2 2 2 
51. Social Isolation l l l l l 0 0 2 2 2 2 
52 . Mane uvering Situa tion 2 1 l 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
53 . Embedded Environmental 2 2 l l l 0 0 0 2 0 l 

Stresses 
VII. Temporal Characteris tics 

54. Long Duration of Exposure l 1 l l l 0 0 0 2 2 2 
55. Total Environmental Si~uation 2 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 2 2 
56 . Remoteness of Goals I I l l l l 1 l 0 0 2 2 2 

Table 2. Analysis of System Similarties by Descriptive Category. The numbers 2 , l . and Oare used 
h~re to indicate similarity on the following basis: 2, for matching over 70 per cent of items in the category-
(Table l); l, for matching 31 to 70 per cent; and 0, for matching less than 30 per cent. ' 

System De s criEtion C ateszorz 

Comparison Objectives 
Value Pers. Temporal 

Systems and 
Systems Comp, 

Orga niz. Technol. Phys • Envir . C' 
Goa ls '"• 

2. Submarines 2 2 1 2 1 1 
1. Explora t. Parties 2 1 1 l l 1 
3. Naval Ships 2 2 0 2 1 1 
4 . Bomber Crews 2 2 1 2 l 1 0 
5. Remote Duty Stas. 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 
9, POW Situations l l 0 0 0 2 2 
6. Prof. Athl. Teams 2 0 1 0 0 0 0 

11. Ment. Hosp, Wards 0 0 0 0 0 l ") 

" 
10. Prison Society 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 

7. Industr. Work Grs. ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8, Shipwrecks and 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

Disasters 
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Living Conditions and Standards in Multiman Spacecraft 

s·. B. Sells, Ph . D. 
Director, Institute of B'ehavior al Research 

Texas Christian ·university 

I. Frame of Reference 

A. Dependence of "Living Conditions and Standards" 
on all other aspects of the space mission. 

B. Objectives. 
Mitigation of Stress 
Skill Maintenance 
Habitability 
Group Effectiveness 

C. Salient Considerations. 
Multifactor Situations 
Mission Characteristics, including duration, size 

of group (crew), prior experience, national interest 
and support, group psychology problems 

D. Sources of lnforma ti on . 
Historical 
Laboratory Studies 
Field Experience 

E. Research and Development Perspective. 
Dynamic, Emergent Nature of the Problem 
Relations Among Criteria; SelE::ction of Criterion 
Problems of Extrapolation and Generalization 
Interdisciplinary Cooperation 
Definition of Research Problems, Optimal Design 

Characteristics 

II. Conditions Related to Effective Performance 
A. Characteristics · of Individual Participants (Individual 

Differences). 
Health, Fitness, Aptitude, Training, Adaptation, 

Conditioning, Prior Experience, Motivation, 
Defenses Against Threat, Relations to Other 
Participants, Role, Relations to Task and Mission 

B. Characteristics of Tasks. 

' · -"·" 

Task C_omponents: difficulty, load, homogeneity, 
autonomy, transferability, redundancy, risk, 
reward 

Task Organization: r elations t o other tasks · 
and to Mission 
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C. Characteristics of Environs (Micro- and Macro-environment). 
Physical: Temperatures, Atmospheric Components, 

Noise, Vibration, Acceleration, Radiation, Zero-g 
Social-Environmental (aspects of task and location) 

Isolation, Confinement, Task Load, Sleep-Rest, 
Privacy, Group Interc.ctions, Mission Accomplishment 
(success-failure) 

Psychophysiological: Fatigue, Diurnal and Other Cycles 
(Work-Rest organization), Nutrition, Adaptation, 
Acclimatization 

Social: Formal Structure, Role Relationships and 
Concomitants, Responsibility Patterns, Interaction 
Patterns, Discipline, Mutual Support, Resistance to 
Disorganization, Cooperation, Conflict, Cliques, etc. 

III. Tolerance Limits to Stress and Factors Deleterious to 
Reliable Performance 
A. Limitations of the Concept of Tolerance Limits. 
B. Lack of Rela tionship between Physiological and 

Performance End Points. 
C. Special Problems of Group Stress. 

IV. Approaches to Optimization of Individual and Group Performance 
A. Cumulative vs. Alternative Measures . 
8. "Making up the Difference!' 
C. Discussion and Illustration of Major Measures. 

Personnel Se lection 
Physiologica l Ada ptation 
Realistic Tra ining, Conditioning, and Accustomization 
Nutrition 
Psychopharmacology 
Individual Protective and Supportive Equipment 
Environme ntal Engineering 
Human Factors Engineering 
Task Syste ms Engineering 
Psychophysiological Monitoring 
Organizational Managem ent 
Leadership and Group Direction 

V. Manageme nt and Leadership Problems in Multiman Spacecra : t 
A. Formal Organization Requireme nts . 
B. Rol.e Definition and Relationships. 
C. Command, Dis cipline , C qnformity. 
D. Problem and Conflict Resolution. 
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E. Superior-Subordinate, Interpersonal Re lationships . 
F. Crew Training, Crew Integrity, Crew Identification. 
G. Communications Proble ms Requiring Special Consideration. 

VI . Trading- Off Problems, Priorities, Compromises 

VII. Conclusions a nd Recommendations for Follow-up 

., 
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' ... KOSS A. Mcfar~ano, Ph.D. 
Guggenheim Professor of · 
Aerospace Health and Safety 
Harvard School of Public Health 

Engineering Aspects of Space Medicine 

Psychological Factors with Special Reference to Human 
Performance in Space Flight 

I. The Relative Advantages of Men and Machines 

· A. A brief analysis of the superiority of men or of machines, 
depending upon the mission, or objectives to be accomplished. 

B. The advantages of manned spacecraft. 

1. Sensors and coxriputers alone do not tell where to go, and 
if failures occur, man can take over. 

2. Examples from the Mercury flights. 

3. Man's ability to reason, use judgment, to make decisions, 
and to analyze and report. 

C. The limitations of the human operator. 

1. The impact of environmental factors, such as prolonged 
weightlessness, radiation, extremes of temperatures, 
fatigue, and loneliness. 

2. The cost and excessive precautions which must be used 
for human subjects on dangerous missions. 

D. Since the decision has been made to send men into space, 
solutions must be reached to achieve success in a wide range 
of missions. 

1. The engineer should be informed of human capabilities and 
limitations in the design and operation of all types of equip
ment in the early stages of each project. 
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II. Sensori-motor Functions and Skills 

A. The role of psychophysical methods in dete r mining. design 

requirements. 

2. 

1. The relative human sensitivity for various sensory categories . 

Z. Three kinds of s e n sory me as ures, i.e., discrimination, 

category, and magnitude scales . 

3. Threshold studies in relation to long exposures to a dverse 

environments. 

4. Combination of multiple variabl e s in the envir on-ncnt. 

a. Use of nomograms 

B. The application of dat a from psych ophysical measurements 

of selected sensory functions. 

1. Differ ential light :; ensitivity in r e l a tio n to seeing a t sea level 

and at altitude. 

Z. The combined effects of altitude and selected toxic agents , 

such as carbon m onoxid e . 

3. Examples from the fie lds of a) ventilation, temperatur e , 

and humidity , a nd b} noi se a nd vibration. 

C. Measurement oi s ;J l in sensori-motor pt!rio r n1ancc. 

1. Reaction times in the field s of v is i on a nd distan ce tra ve lled in 

a) low altitude hig h speed flight, and b ) a t increasingly high er 

altitudes and spee ds . 

Z. The effects of accelerative stress on sens o ri-motor skill 

and performance. 

3. Studies of the effective field of view du ring visual fixa t ion o n 

displays of vari ous sizes a nd shapes. 
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IIL The Measurement of Complex Mental Functions and Abilities 

A. The importance of understanding higher mental frmctions involved 
in the interpretation of data, information processing, and decision 
making during space flighL 

B. The influence of adverse environmental factors and stress on 
cognitive abilities. 

1. The effects of variation in altitude, temperature, and 
vibration, singly and fo combination_ 

2. Workloads and channel capacity, including vehicle environment 
in relation to safety and efficiency. 

C. Examples of objective measurements in the field of visual 
perception and interpretation. 

1. Eye movement studies in relation to field of view, pattern 
recognition, and interpretation of the visual scene, including 
the phenomenon of "looking without seeing. 11 

2. The recognition of patterns in relation to complex stella r 
and lunar formations. 

D. The effects of confinement and isolation on higher mental abilities. 

IV. The Implications of the Above Findings for the Design and Operation 
of High-Performance Aircraft and Space Vehicles. 
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Milton A. G~oclsky, Ph.D. 

Ao What iD can-machine integrc'i'drm? - The cievelop!r.cni: of a 
nystcm in which the cnpabHH:ie:a of both the man and the 
machine are coupled ~ppt"of·r.i.a::e1:1 so that the r:ax~.tr.:;m 
performance of: the overall sy:::tm:i is obtdnable. 

B. In the developu:en.t of e ni.;:n-111:.>.ch:tue oyotem, cue must 
differentiate b.:?t-wecn inherel"!i: cap3b1lity and cb:i.11.ty 
to perfor.m in ce~tain enviromr.en~s . 

C. Major variables undei" coni=: icle;: ~t:i.on in m.nn-machine oyr.tema. 

l. Habitability varinble~ • 

2. System o;: m:!ssion ver1cbki;. .. 

3. Task vaxiablea. 

D. !'llportance of man•mGchin~ 1.ntqj;~.1tion to the system. 

1. Cost 

2. System effectiveness. 

3~ Mission success. 

4. Cre"'w safety. 

So Overall syscc;n rcliabilit:·1, 

A • . Analytical Approach 

1. Useful 1.n ~n ill~ef:b:ie~ .:·::o?.1. 

2. Use of m.ath~atical o:- qu,:i,· .. 'l··Uthem .. itical techni.quee 
to dctczmine gcnel·clfac<l i:~c·::orn. 

3. Uacful in ear ly deoir,uu 

4. As valid as the nsOU1ilf•ticir: 1nadc.. 
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B. Lahorator.y Approach 

c. 

t. EY.pc?:it11ental d~lUJO!.lG'i: i.«li: ::.c,n of m:m-crnchlne per:fo1-c1r:nce 

capability. 

2. Systemat ic ~pproach ':rhe:~ !:yStf::m p1:oblem is ouff:tcientJ.y 
defined. 

3. Artific:l.nl in the se::sc t:1:1t l:lbc~u i:ory pei:f.or mGnce r:~'·i 
differ from fl:i.8h t p ~~:fc1·.:1ance. 

Si'J!Ul~tion A~proach 

1. Test of concepte and a ::e nJ.i3tic appw<.ch for tile coll~ction -
of data on man-m.1ch:!.;:;e problems, 

2. J?rovidcs a mode of in.vcot:i.gotion at n s~.milm:- bvel t c.· 
actual fH.ght . Real i sm d: actual fl:tght can be s:i.i>'.ul<i ted 
in most a"i"eas . 

3. Types of s:l.mulaU.o!l~. 

a. Part .. tosk. 

b. Integrated Gis~ ion. 

4. Provides training ca J sc~. '<?Ction cl:1tll and c~:::i b~ uo2c 
aa a pre~m:sor to a c t ual ·i,:;:-ai:.1~1·E: . 

D. Men6urement Syo te~o 

A. 

Bo 

c. 
D. 

E. 

P. 

1. The developc...>£n·:: o f ;:i:;o;:1s : 1 ;. ,,~,cnt ochemes \1:1 :tdt .'.l '>~ t·.r~ic1l.:! 
to mmt .. :aach:lr G! p;:o ;~ }. : r·. ~: . 

2. Thia d.c1~clo p:..:<: ;:-: I· of v ~?,d c0~'lC ~[' tu?l "2.ocle l :-: v:1i ;::h :~:c 
fruitiul in \:he c ..:.0 ·,•.c :-op ~: 1 .: ~. u·.zr.~io11 of man-·.~nch :i..·sl ~ eyat~;a 

pi."'Oblema. 

Concept ual deoign. 

Pha~e I deaign. 

Rardwaz e deoign. 

Factory teoc. 

In-flig,ht evt1ltwtiori, 

Personnel trai ning. 

'I ll~ discuesion t:lill c e•1t cr o'l t h "- t.yr-e of sy 'lt(.::i J.nt:c ~r.:1tkn 
ta:hnique suitable for. e ach o f: tl:e dcsigu phas CE! snd t"ac parti.zul:u.· 
problema LH;3ocintcd v il.:h eoch o ::: thc~c d co i.[p ph~~cc. 

I 
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lV,. EX.Al·!PTJES OF PROBLEM AREAS & TECBKtCUES UJ.'!LlZED FOR TllBIR SOLU!'J.ON ......._..,._....... __ ....... ....-----------·~ .... """' .. - ------....... __.___ __ 
A. Pilot Perform3nce Level Ditrinr, Plight 

1. l'.mportancc of the problem. 

Bo Man'G role in the systez. 

b. Support equi~nt for ~.an. 

c. System reliability. 

d. Misoion succesB. 

2o Measuremen~ of pilot pcrio~moncc. - Use of e.n integr~ted 
mission simulation tedmique vhkh allows for the collec .. 
t1on of a large amount of d<".ta on a variety of mcasu1·e~. 

3. Results of studies perfor.med. 

a. Capability studies. 

b. Labo~ntory studies, 

c. Simulation studieso 

B. Weightleaeness Ef f.ects 

1. Detezmination of poosihle effects end the validity of th:. 
available datn. 

2. Engineering ond syst~;na solution to thnse possible effec ts. 

s, Artificial gravity .. 

b. Exercise. 

c. Druge. 

3. Variahles which will d:~ter.ir!.ne the eng:tneering &;>proacll to 
be implemented. 

a. Cost and ~eight. 

b. Pllysiological p:;:-ot·~ction en.cl perfo:.'llUUlce. 

c. Valid data prior t'> dcsi~.n. 

l 

A. Tho future of man-machine intezi:ction ~-s d1~pendl')nt upon ~he• 
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1. Increased complexity of t:1e ti"tachine nyatems. 

2. More system sutomation. 

B. :Areas such as intelligent mnchincs and ~utom.:?ta uill ~ventlllllly 
become a sed.oua problem area i n space flight . Will reqt!.:1.rc 
inputs .from a discipline wh!ch can design ~nd put into being 
~he intellcctu."'ll .:md c!cci3ion--x.Jkini cqJahiliti::?e of. ~2n ancl the 
strength, endut:ance, end g~no:;:.:l tolerence of the t!l<:>chine :i.n;:o 
a ~10rking system. 
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Marvin Rof e:-ililuth 

TELEMETRY AND STOR~GE OF INFORMATION 

Introduction - a brief discussion of the definitions, history and application 

of telemetry. A simplified "block diagram" discussion of the elements of an 

aerospace telemetry system will be included. 

Acquisition of Data - a discussion of principles of transducer op<rRtion as 

applied to telemetry. 

- Engineering Sensors - a description of the types of 

sensors employed in the collection of engineering data. 

- Aeromed S~nsors - a description of the types of S8nsor 

in current use for callection of biomedical information. 

y 
I Mllltiplexing Techniques - consid~rn tions of the effective utilization of 

Gommunications facilities and bandwidth. Ger.eral considerations of bandwidt~s 
required for data transmis3ion will be included. 

- Frequency Division Multiplexing - a descripti0n of 

the technique for frequency sharing a communicatfon channel for simultaneous 

use by independent information scurces. An explanation of frequency !l'od;,.ila t5 on 
and of !RIG standards is included. 

- Time Divi~ion Multiplexing - t he principle of time-

sharing multiplexer techniques based .on the sampli11g of continuous data by the 

commu~ating of signal sources. A description of mechanical and solid state 

comrnutatcrs with a discussion of co~utation, sub-commutation and super-commutation 
will be provided. 
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Telemetry Modulation Techniques - a de scription of modulation techniques 

currently employed. 

- Pulse Amplitude Modulation (PAM) - a descrip·~ 

tion of a modulation format which varies the amplitude of each pulse in a pulse 

train in correspondence with the values of measured parameters. 

- Pulse Duration Modulation (PD.V1) - a description 

of a modulation format which varies the time duration of each pulse in a pulse 

train in correspondence with the values of measured parameters. 

- Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) - a description 

of a modulation format which varies the interval between subsequent pul s'es in a 

pulse train in correspondence with the values of measured parameters . 

- Pulse Code ~dulation (PCM) - a de scription 

of a modulation format in which the value of a measured paramet i:: r is converted 

to an encoded series of binary digits corresponding to t he analog value of the 

date sample . A discussion of analog to ct:gital conversion and digital handl1ng 

techniques as well as a de scription of a typical PCM format will ~~ includ ed . 

T~ansmi ssion Techniques 

Wire Transmission: The manner i n which t e lemetry data is tran smi t ted over . 

long distances by use of "wide band data", "high speed data" and "low speed data". 
i 

techniques will be presented. Long di stance transmission of aeromedical data by 

specidl facilit ies will a l so be discussed. 

R.F. Telemetry Links: A description of the l.J1!F tele111etry link used · ir 

Project Mercury and the ~rlF link planned for Pr oject G~mini will be presented. 

The "Unified S. Band" RF link planned for use on Project Apollo flight s will be 

covered. 
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Demultiplexing Arrangements - A description of the various arrangements used 

to separate composite telemetry into independent signal channels will be prov·~ded. \....__/ 

Included will be a description of a typical FM/FM station, a PAM decommutator as 

well as a discussion of a "hardwire" vs. a stored program PCM ground station. 

Display Tec~nigues - A general description of conventional analog display devices 

for telemetered information will be presented. Project Mercury display methods 

.~ will be discussed as will the recently implemented Gemini remote site display 

console group. Generation and display of computer proc0ssed telemetry 'information 

at the Manned Spaceflig.ht Control Center will also be included. Typical aero-

medical display formats will be presented. 

D~ta Storage and Recording 

Delayed Transmission Techniques - spacecraft recording of telemetry data 

for delayed transmitt al to ground stations or post mission ana lysis will be 

discussed. 

Ground Station Recording Devices - a comprehensive survey will be m~d e of 

magnetic tape and oscillographic recording devices currently in use. Included 

will be a discussion of pre-detection and post detection recording arrange~ · 

ments as well as Vi sicorder, events recorder and strjp chart records which c3n 

be employed for near real-time analysis of telemetered data. 
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NASA MEDICAL DATA ANALYSIS PROGHAM 

Jefferson F. Lindsey, Jr., Ed..D. 
Office of Space Medicine 
Hqrs ., NASA 

OUTLINE 

1. Three Main Objectives 

a. Safety of Astronauts 
(1) While Mission is in Progress 

b. Scientific Products 
(1) Derivable frcm Total OMSF/NASA Program 

c. Standardizat i on of Medical De.ta 
(d) For Computer Inputs and Analysis 

2. First Objective - SAFETY - Involves 

a. 

b. 

Ac~uisition and Utilization of Data by Physicians 
(1) In Real-time(almost Instantaneous)(Displays) 
(2) While Mission is in Progress 
Readily Intr e-pretable Form 
(1) Both In-Flight and Ground-Based Medical Data 
(2) All Pertinent Medical Data about the TOTAL Indi

vidual and Environmental Conditions 

3. Second Objecttve - Scientif ic Products 

a. Also Involves Acquisition and Utilization of Data 
(1) Near Real-Time Desirable 
(2) Real-Time Displays not Mandi tory 

b. Data AppHcable t o longer Range Goals 
(1) Advances in Medical Science and Technol ogy 
(2) Increas ing the Safet y of Space Crews 
(3 ) Prer equis i tes for Mor e Extensive Flights 
(4) Devel opment and Design of Spacecraft Equipment 
(5) Improved Criteria f or the Selection of Future 

Space Crews 

4. 'lhi r d Ob jective - Standardization of Dat a for t:Crrnp ut c r 
Utilization 

1 2~ 
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6. 

a. Involves Preparing All Types of NASA Medical Data on 
Magnetic Tape 
(1) In Interchangeable Fonn for Inputs to Computers 
(2) For Jinmediate Retrieval, Analysis and Applicat ion 

Actions Necessary to Satisfy Objectives 

a. Determine Types of Data to be Standardized 
(1) In-Flight 

(a) Physiological 
(b) Environmental 
(c) Activity 

(2) Astronaut Clinical 
(3) Centrifuge 
(4) Baseline, etc. 

b. Develop Standard Fonnat 
(1) Place flnphasis on Safety-Type of Data First 

(a) In-Flight Highly Important 
c. Prepare all Data in Standard Fonn for Computers 

(1) Assure Interchangeab:i.lity of Types 
(a) For Purposes of Comparison and Prediction 

(2) Store on Magnetic Tape 
(a) For Computer Inputs Retrieval and Analysis 

d. Develop and Implement Computer Programs and Systems 
(1) For Jlnalysis and Presentation (Display) 

e. Evolve and Coordinate ALL with Users (MSC) 
(1) Medical Research and Operations 
(2) 

. - ......... - . 
Crew Systems Division 

(3) Appropriate Data and Computer Sections 

R~asons for Preparing Data in Standard Form for 
Inputs 

a. Interchangeability of Various Types 
(1) For Analytic Purposes 

b. Quick Retrieval and Analysis 

Computer 

(1) Can't begin to Analyze Data Stored in Cabinets 
c. Broad Applicability 

(1) Applicable to one Type of Data 
(2) Applicable to all in Standard Form 

d. Selection of Best Methods of Various Diciplines 

~l- '!\l J,1 .. 

(1) Sets and Sub-sets, Fourier Analysis, li'actor Analysis, 
Rate of Change Analyses, etc. 

(2)' Ihysicians, Engineer::i, Psychologists, Mathematicians, 
etc. · 

e. Pay for Computer Program ~d System Once-Use Repeatedly 
(1) In Service Costs one~ only 
(2) Contractural Costs oqce only 
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7. Example concerning Principle of Interchangebility 

a. Various Types of Data in Standard Form 
(1) Pre- and Post-Flight Laboratory, Clinical, Simulat 

ion, Baseline, etc. 
b. Developnent of Computer to Analyze one Type 

(1) Best of All Diciplines ' 
(2) Applicable to all Types and all Missions 

c. Contract for Testing Hypothesis, Analyzing, Interpreting, 
and Reporting Results 

8. Current Status-Progress Towards Integrated System at MSC 

(a) In Flight 
(1) Computer Program Already Developed for Time-Line 

Presentation of Data 
(a) Considering Total Individual 

(2) Clinical History in Process 
(a) System Compatible with MSC Computers 

(3) I.eboratory Data in Process 
(a) Pre- and Post-Mission Blood Chemistries, Urines, 

Calcium etc. 
(4) Centrifuge in Process 

(a) Employ same Format and Computer Programs as In
Flight Data 

(5) EKG Pattern Analysis 
(a) Real time Analysis of EKG Patterns 
(b) Ready for Apollo (Nov/Dec) 

(6) Baseline 
(a) Comparisons 

(7) EEG Pattern Analysis 
(a) Objective Analysis-Computers 
(b ) Consensus 

(8) E~eriments 
(a) Computer Progr·'r: i'J1alysis 
(b ) Real time for 5 Medical Experiments 

(9) Voice 
(a) Digitize with Computer 
(b) Relate to Medical Data 

(10) Contourograph 
(a) Stacking EKG 
(b) Comparison of Contours 

9. Usual Ground Rules for each Contract 

a. Put all Appropriate Data on Tape in Standard Form 
(1) For each Type of Data 
(2) Provide NASA with all Tapes 

b. Be able to Select and Print-Out 
.(1) Provide NASA with Various Listings 



(2) Applicabl e to Inunediate 1md Long Range Objectives 
of NASA 

c . Make each System Open- Ended 
(1 ) Accept more l1stronauts 
(2) Accept more Parameters 

d. Be able to Question Computers 
( 1) Key Safety Questions 
(2 ) Long Range Applicability 
(3) F'urnish NASA with Computer Programs for Analyses 

Employed 
e. Make System Compatible with MSC Computers 

(1) Must Develop a Usable System 
(2) Correc t Machine Language 

f. Use AMA International Coding 
(1) All Medical Tenns 
(2) Convert Data on-hand if Hequired 

g. Describe What was Pone 
(1) Why, How, Hesults 
(2) Suitable for NAS 1~ Publication 

h. Prepare and Administer I nstr uctional Program 
(1) Short Course 
(2) Train NASA Personnel to Implement Program 

i. No Press Release on Medical Data 
(1) Confidential Nature of' Data 
(2) Unprofes sional Interpretations could Hesult in Much 

Trouble, Misunderstandings, etc ; 

10. MSC Medical Data Program for Fiscal YeR.r 67 

a. In Service Analysis of Medical Data 
(1) Mercury 
(2) Gemini 
(3) Apoll o 
( 4) Basis for being Knowledgeable 

b. Prepare Contractural Requirements 
( 1) Worl<: Statements based on Needs 
( 2) Additional Computer Utilization 

c. Evaluate Unsol icited Proposal s 
d. Initiate and Monitor Contracts 
e. Implement. Systems as t h!:y Become Operational 

11. Summary 
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D. H. Stoddard, M.D. 
Director, Occupational Me 

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICAL SUPPORT OF NASA 

Like many of you, we feel very strongly that occupational medicine is a. much 

broader discipline than that nonnally u.~derstcod by the medical profession. 

Indeed, we subscribe to the thesis that occupat:.io!'.al medicine is a concrete, 

specific, coordination activity involvi!1£S at least three scientific disci

plines: The science of sociology, the science of engineerinc, and the · 

science of clinical medicine. We include physiology a.;1ci bio-electro:1ics 

under the section of clinical medicine. 

Since relative good, overall surveillance of a controlled population is 

readily available in the occup3.tional environment, it provides us with ·an 

unusually good opportunity to study disease an<i its manifestations. It 

should be made clear at th:! outset that the majoriify of our time in occup2- . 

tional medicine is spent in ~valuating disease ,.;hose etiolOQ' is not. f'ound 

in the occupational environment. The extent of th:i.s opportunity to study 

disease in the occupatj_onal environment was expressed very e.ccu;:ate\_v ·by Pell. 

He suggested using the captive population of industry, since epide1n:i.~locical 

research can be undertaken with :i de;:;rce cf compl eteness and accura.c~-J th:.>.. t 

would., pe!'ha:t)s, he irrpossible to duplicate in the ordinary populati.on survey. · 

Like all of you, we appreciate the value of quality data. A tremendous. 

effort is being made within our organization at this time to obtain better 
quality and mo:ce comprehensi\·e data so that we have more factuo.l data avail

able to use in problem analysis. Furthermore, we feel strongly that more 

:r·apid handling of this data is necessary so that medi<;al appraisals are more 

timely. As a result of thi s· c:mviction, we arc beginni~ to computerize as 

much of our relevant data as possible. 

In the swnmary of this introduction, we mic;ht SU{';gest. that our strength in 

occupational mec:icine comes not from our unique trc-.ining in the discip:J,.ine 

of t-acdicine, but rather beca1..'.Se of our uni que position in relationship to 

a given population, in which ~-lf:: can coordinate the skills of the socid.l 

scientist, the engineer and the clinical medical expe1·ts in appraisirig the 

mechanism and significo.n".!e of health in the working population. Furthermore, 

r:ince the manifestation of disea::;e which we encounte!' in industry, ns.s its 

origin outside the occupation~l envirorraent so frequently, we had better 

not limit our medical approach to a pnt:Lent ' s problem to the wo:ck envi ~:·on

ment only. 
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ANALYSIS OF SPACE FLIGHT DATA 

John C. Townsend, Ph .D. 
Professor and Director, Experimental Psychology laboratories 

The Ca tho Ii c University of America 

The immediate concern of analysts of data on space flight personnel is 
with the GEMINI series and the planned experiments of the Orbital Research 
Laboratory. As the fligh ts ore now planned there will be a minimum of two 
and a maximum of approximately ten astronaut subjects participating in these 
flights. From the statistical point of view this means that although there will 
be thousands of measurements taken during each flight the analyses will be, 
in terms of subjects, conducted on very smal I samples. One might well ask 
the question "How can data be gathered on svch a small number of subjects · 
and still yield information that is reliable and generalizable enough to permit, 
perhaps, life and death decisions to be made affecting future astronotus?" 

As a beginning point, it is wise to ask what kinds of questions will be 
asked of the data, and just what kinds of data will be available for arolysis .' · 
In answer to the first question we can scy that securing information concerning 
the validity and, concurrently, the reliability of the measures themselves will 
be paramount. It will be useless to perform elaborate analyses and draw 
decisive conclusions on data that ore in themselves invalid. As to the second 
question concerning the kinds of data available, we know that the samples will 
be small, the variability large, and the data often reducible only to categorical 
ru.brics wherein the quantification is in terms of frequency of occurrence of a 
particular behaviorism. 

To the statistician this mea ns that small sample statistics performed on non
parametric data may form the major pc.rt of his analysis. To analyze such data 
the latest techniques of this area of statistics wi II be applied. However / where 
sufficiert numbers of data points am retrievable, and the pertinent assumptions 
ore met then the more conventional parametric statistical tests will be applied . 

Regardless of the particular sta t istics chosen for treating the data, the 
statisticians will be interested in at least the fol lowing types of analyses: the 
determination of the reliability of the measurements taken; the determination 
of base line data; the significance of relationships between variables; the 
significance of differences between various conditions; the interaction of · 
variables which produce effects not attributable to any one variable acting 
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alone; the practicality of certain statistical differences; the problem of 
absolute vs relative measurements of performance in evaluating performance; 
the use of several variables combined in their most efficient means to predict 
o future condition; and, the interpretation of trends as · indicative of developing 
adverse effects ~ 

Each of the above statistical problems and probable solutions will be 
discussed in the context of the data expected from space. 
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